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Abstract 
 

Plant-pathogen interactions: 
microbial pathogenesis, plant immunity and plant-pathogen crosstalk 

 
by  

 
Alexander Morgan Jones 

 
Doctor of Philosophy in Plant Biology  

 
University of California, Berkeley  

 
Professor Mary C. Wildermuth, Chair  

 
Humans rely on plants for food, fiber, fuel and medicines.  Understanding plant-pathogen 

interactions is critical to maintaining and improving the health of crops.  This is particularly true 
in light of future pressures on agricultural systems.  Broadly, plant-pathogen interactions can be 
viewed through three lenses:  microbial pathogenesis, plant immunity, and crosstalk between 
pathogenesis and resistance.  This work consists of three studies, each focused through one of 
these three lenses.  The first addresses a possible role for microbial production of the small 
molecule salicylic acid in crosstalk signaling.  The second investigates the mechanism of 
microbial iron acquisition from host plant tissues.  The third characterizes the effects of the 
immune regulatory phytohormone salicylic acid in root tissues, an area that was previously 
largely unexplored.  Together, these three studies contribute new knowledge to our 
understanding of plant-pathogen interactions and new tools for future investigations.   

Salicylic acid (SA, 2-hydroxybenzoic acid) is a small molecule with numerous known 
bioactivities in organisms ranging from bacteria to humans to plants.  In plants the compound is 
considered a phytohormone because it acts at low concentrations to signal a major 
reprogramming of cellular activities and does so both locally and at sites distal from the site of 
synthesis.  The best-characterized outcome of SA signaling is an activation of a plant innate 
immune response effective against numerous biotrophic pathogens.  One such pathogen, 
Pseudomonas syringae pv tomato DC3000 infects Lycopersicon esculentum and Arabidopsis 
thaliana hosts and is predicted to synthesize SA as an intermediate for yersiniabactin (Ybt) 
biosynthesis.  As a siderophore, Ybt is expected to function in high affinity iron acquisition, and 
several studies indicated that siderophore function is required for pathogenesis of microbial and 
fungal phytopathogens.  Thus, if Ybt is synthesized for iron acquisition in planta, then active 
synthesis of SA by DC3000 may impact pathogenesis.  Alternatively, plant SA could be 
sequestered by DC3000 through conversion to Ybt, thereby reducing host immunity.  Indeed, SA 
is produced by DC3000 for Ybt synthesis under iron limited culture conditions (Chapter 2).  
However, results from a genetic approach described in Chapter 2 demonstrate that SA and Ybt 
from DC3000 are unlikely to play a significant role in pathogenesis.  

Although iron acquisition through siderophores is well established as a key virulence 
determinant in many mammalian pathosystems, fewer examples exist for plant pathogens.  As 
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mentioned above, the Ybt siderophore is unlikely to play a role in DC3000 pathogenesis 
(Chapter 2).  However, DC3000 has two predicted siderophore systems for high affinity iron 
uptake, Ybt and pyoverdin (Pvd), raising the possibility that Pvd production is sufficient for iron 
acquisition from plant hosts.  Therefore, we continued with a genetic investigation into DC3000 
siderophores in order to determine mechanism of pathogenic iron nutrition (described in Chapter 
3).   Results from this approach show that loss of both siderophores did not reduce pathogenesis, 
but also revealed the presence of a third DC3000 siderophore, citrate.  However, despite the 
importance of iron-citrate uptake in iron limited culture, a triple DC3000 mutant lacking all three 
siderophores was no less pathogenic than wt DC3000.  Further experiments combined with data 
from others lead to a questioning of the necessity for high affinity iron uptake in plant 
pathogenesis, and suggest that low affinity iron uptake is sufficient for growth in planta.  The 
finding that DC3000 siderophores are not virulence factors and the view of the plant intercellular 
environment as iron replete, rather than iron-limited, changes our understanding of iron 
physiology for DC3000 and iron relations in plant-pathogen interactions in general.   

Experiments described in Chapter 4 show that physiologically relevant concentrations of 
SA inhibit root growth in Arabidopsis primarily through a dramatic reduction in cell elongation.  
We could not demonstrate that this SA treatment alters auxin signaling in the root, but we do 
demonstrate that SA reduces root accumulation of the hydroxyl radical and other reactive oxygen 
species such as hydrogen peroxide (Chapter 4).  Interestingly, the canonical NPR1 mediated SA 
immune response is not required for the inhibition of root growth.  In fact, an npr1 mutant is 
more sensitive to SA (Chapter 4).  A further screening of known defense mutants revealed a role 
for SA responsive transcription factor WRKY38 and paralog WRKY62 in modulating SA root 
inhibition.  The wrky38wrky62 double mutant is more resistant to SA root inhibition and 
WRKY38 overexpressor mutants are more sensitive (Chapter 4).  Intriguingly, WRKY38 is 
expressed in root tips without exogenous SA application, suggesting a possible role for 
endogenous SA in regulating root development.  Together, the results from this investigation 
provide first insights into the little understood root inhibition activity of SA, and establish this 
tractable system for future investigations into cellular targets of SA action. 
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CHAPTER 1 
 
 

 
Introduction 

 
 As the main primary producers on the planet, plants and algae underpin life on Earth.  
Humans rely on plants for food, fiber, fuel and medicines.  Currently, agricultural systems face a 
number of pressures, with resource scarcity and environmental stresses being dominant factors.  
Arable land and agricultural water supplies are currently limited and will become more so due to 
a simultaneous reduction in these resources and increase in demand for agricultural outputs.  
Unsustainable farming practices currently in place lead to land degradation, current climate 
change models predict increasing drought conditions, and land and water resources for 
agriculture continue to be diverted to other uses during population growth and development.  
Increasing demand is inevitable as populations, meat consumption, and biofuel production 
expand in the coming decades.  These challenges intersect with increasing pressure to reduce the 
negative impacts of agricultural practices on environmental conditions, and concomitant 
increasing pressure from climate changes on agricultural systems.  Together these factors 
comprise a substantial threat to global food security and have precipitated a recent $20B 
investment from G8 nations.  Central to the success of all agricultural systems is the health of the 
crop plants themselves.  Plants health is dependent on physiological adaptation and acclimation 
to environmental conditions for growth optimization and stress tolerance.  Therefore, it is 
important to understand plant physiology in the context of a changing biotic and abiotic 
environment in order to meet current and future challenges to agricultural sustainability and 
production.   

 
 
Figure 1.1 The plant disease triangle 

illustrates the dependence of disease outcome not 
just on the interaction between the plant host and 
microbial pathogen, but also on each organism’s 
interaction with the environment.  Thus, as climate 
changes, disease outcomes will also change. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Plant diseases account for major agricultural losses worldwide, and the pattern of disease 
incidence and plant susceptibility are likely to be impacted by climate change (Figure 1.1).  
Therefore, basic understanding of plant-pathogen interactions is critical to improving plant health 
and crop performance.  Plant-pathogen interactions can be viewed through three lenses: pathogen 
virulence, plant immunity, and molecular crosstalk between these competing processes.  This 
work consists of three studies, each focused through one of these three lenses (Figure 1.2).  A 
first investigation examines the possibility of molecular crosstalk based on salicylic acid (SA, 2-
hydroxybenzoic acid) between a model bacterial pathogen, Pseudomonas syringae pv tomato 
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DC3000 (DC3000), and its plant hosts, Solanum lycopersicon and Arabidopsis thaliana (Chapter 
2).  This investigation also probed the role of the siderophore yersiniabactin in DC3000 
virulence, opening a line of inquiry into bacterial iron nutrition in plant hosts (Chapter 2).  A 
second investigation further examined the role of siderophores in DC3000 pathogenesis, and led 
to a new view of the role of iron in plant-pathogen interactions (Chapter 3).  Finally, an 
underexplored aspect of SA biology in plants - that of SA function in the root - is characterized 
in a third investigation (Chapter 4).  Together, these studies contribute new knowledge to our 
understanding of plant-microbe interactions.  This type of knowledge will be crucial to forging 
solutions to the challenges facing agricultural systems.   

 

 
Figure 1.2 Disease outcome falls on a continuum between plant resistance and susceptibility to 
pathogens.  This processes that decide disease outcome can be viewed as the competition 
between the plant immune system and pathogen virulence factors, including direct crosstalk 
between the two.    
 

Prominent examples of molecular crosstalk between host plants and pathogens involve 
protein-small molecule, protein-protein and signal hormone interference interactions.  As there is 
significant selective pressure on plants to maintain resistance to pathogens, and pathogens to 
maintain virulence, the molecular components of these interactions can be numerous and diverse.  
A major goal for the plant immune system is to properly sense invasion of virulent 
microorganisms, and this sensing can happen at multiple levels (reviewed here [1] and here [2]).  
In brief, plasma membrane receptors transduce immune activation signals upon binding 
extracellular pathogen associated molecular patterns (PAMPs).  If this line of immune activation 
fails, often due to inhibition by pathogen virulence factors, proteins termed resistance genes (R 
genes) can be activated by intracellular PAMPs, and this activation leads to highly robust 
immune programming that effectively limits pathogenesis.  On the other hand, pathogens can 
interfere with both processes through the activity of virulence proteins termed effectors 
(reviewed here [3]).  Although this set of dynamic plant-pathogen interactions has been the focus 
of extensive study, other types of interactions are also important.  For example, DC3000, a 
hemibiotrophic pathogen, actively interferes with plant immune signaling through the production 
of a jasmonic acid (JA) hormone mimic termed coronatine [4, 5].  JA promotes plant immunity 
to necrotrophic pathogens, but also can inhibit immunity to biotrophic pathogens [5, 6].  Thus, 
production of a plant hormone mimic by a pathogen can result in improved pathogenic growth 
and virulence through alteration of the plant immune system.  Salicylic acid (SA, 2-
hydroxybenzoic acid) is a small molecule with numerous known bioactivities in organisms 
ranging from bacteria to humans to plants.  In plants the compound is considered a 
phytohormone because it acts at low concentrations to signal a major reprogramming of cellular 
activities and does so both locally and at sites distal from the site of synthesis [7].  The best-
characterized outcome of induced synthesis of SA in plants is activation of an innate immune 
response effective against numerous biotrophic pathogens such as DC3000 [7].  However, 
DC3000 is also predicted to synthesize SA as an intermediate for yersiniabactin (Ybt) 
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biosynthesis [8, 9].  In this work, we investigate the hypothesis that DC3000 interaction with its 
hosts also involves hormone crosstalk based on salicylic acid (Chapter 2). 

The identification of pathogen virulence factors is a highly active area of research, 
because interference with such factors can provide the basis for effective and sustainable control 
strategies.  In order to cause disease, pathogen virulence factors must effect a number of critical 
functions (reviewed here for P. syringae [10]), including leaf colonization and epiphytic fitness, 
leaf invasion, insertion of effector proteins into host cells, interference with host immunity, and 
acquisition of nutrients from the host.  For example, DC3000 requires lipopeptides (i.e. 
syringafactins) for swarming motility, and these may be required for epiphytic fitness or apoplast 
colonization [11].  Coronatine facilitates apoplast colonization through opening of stomatal pores 
[12].  As discussed above, interference with host immunity is important for virulence, and can be 
carried out by protein effectors or small molecules.  The most developed and best understood 
method of host modification is through effector proteins that are inserted into host cells through 
the type three secretion system (TTSS), and the TTSS is required for pathogenesis [13].  
However, effector protein function is not limited to host immune suppression [14].  For example, 
an effector protein from Xanthomonas campestris induces the expression of a host cell growth 
regulator [15].  Although the mechanisms of microbial acquisition of nutrients from host plants 
remain largely unknown, pathogens necessarily achieve such acquisition.  One mechanism of 
carbohydrate acquisition that is required for pathogenesis of X. campestris is through a high-
affinity, TonB-dependent, outer-membrane sucrose transporter [16].  Interestingly, this class of 
TonB-dependent outer-membrane receptors is best known for high affinity transport of iron 
binding molecules termed siderophores, and DC3000 has genes for well over twenty such 
transporters [9].  Iron is a critical nutrient for nearly all organisms, but is highly unavailable in 
most biological fluids [17].  Thus bacterial pathogens face an iron supply problem that must be 
solved for efficient growth in the host.  Often the answer is synthesis and export of efficient iron 
chelators (i.e. siderophores) that can then be imported loaded with iron.  Therefore, siderophores 
are considered attractive candidates for virulence factors, and iron acquisition through 
siderophores is well established as a key virulence determinant in many mammalian 
pathosystems [18].  The importance of siderophores in plant pathogenesis is less clear, and thus 
the role of DC3000 siderophores is the focus of a second investigation into the interaction 
between DC3000 and its host plants (Chapter 3). 

Plant hormones, or phytohormones, are a diverse class of small molecules that plants use 
to regulate development and physiology for growth optimization, stress tolerance, and 
reproductive success.  As stated above, as a phytohormone, SA activates plant immune 
responses.  This activation is largely dependent on an SA-dependent triggering of the NPR1 
master defense regulator, which then results in transcriptional changes characterized by induction 
of a series of immune regulatory WRKY transcription factors and of numerous pathogenesis 
related genes [19, 20].  However, SA function is certainly not limited to the plant immune 
system.  Experiments using exogenous SA application or modulation of endogenous SA levels 
have revealed that SA can regulate cell growth [21], thermoregulation [22], programmed cell 
death [23], tolerance and sensitivity to numerous abiotic stresses (i.e. heat, cold, salt, ozone, 
ROS, drought, metals, reviewed here [24]), optimization of photosynthesis [25], and, in this 
work, the inhibition of root elongation.  This array of developmental and physiological effects is 
matched by an array of documented molecular effects including of course the activation of NPR1 
[19, 20], but also the modulation of other phytohormones (auxin [26, 27] ethylene [28]; 
jasmonate [29] and nitric oxide [30]), redox and ROS accumulation (reviewed here [31]), 
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metabolite transport [32], alternative oxidase and mitochondrial electron transport [33], 
phosphatidic acid and phosphatidyl inositol levels [34], histone deactylase activity [35], efflux 
[36], secretion [37] and autophagy [38].  Clearly SA can alter numerous molecular processes, 
and these changes might explain the numerous developmental and physiological effects of SA.  
However, still very little is known about the direct targets of the SA molecule, i.e. the functional 
SA receptor/receptors.  What is known is that SA almost certainly has more than one direct 
target at the molecular level, as many of the above effects can be separated from one another 
through titration or genetics.  For example, NPR1 signaling is required for much of SA activated 
immunity, but is dispensable for several other SA mediated processes (e.g. heat acclimation 
[39]).  Highly tractable experimental systems for SA functions are therefore desirable for future 
efforts to close this major gap in our understanding of SA biology.  Here we characterize one 
such system, SA inhibition of root elongation in Arabidopsis (Chapter 4).   
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CHAPTER 2 
 
 
 
Salicylic Acid, Yersiniabactin, and Pyoverdin Production by the Model Phytopathogen 
Pseudomonas syringae pv tomato DC3000:  Synthesis, Regulation, and Impact on Tomato 
and Arabidopsis Host Plants 
 
This work has been published previously and appears here courtesy of the publisher and co-
authors.  All experiments were completed by A. M. Jones.  
  
Jones, A.M., S.E. Lindow, and M.C. Wildermuth, Salicylic acid, yersiniabactin, and pyoverdin 
production by the model phytopathogen Pseudomonas syringae pv. tomato DC3000: Synthesis, 
regulation, and impact on tomato and Arabidopsis host plants. Journal of Bacteriology, 2007. 
189(19): p. 6773-6786. 
 
Copyright © 2007, American Society for Microbiology.  All Rights Reserved.  
 
SUMMARY 
A genetically tractable model plant pathosystem, Pseudomonas syringae pv. tomato DC3000 on 
tomato and Arabidopsis thaliana hosts, was used to investigate the role of salicylic acid (SA) and 
iron acquisition via siderophores in bacterial virulence.  Pathogen-induced SA accumulation 
mediates defense in these plants, and DC3000 contains the genes required for the synthesis of 
SA, the SA-incorporated siderophore yersiniabactin (Ybt), and the fluorescent siderophore 
pyoverdin (Pvd).  We found that DC3000 synthesizes SA, Ybt, and Pvd under iron-limiting 
conditions in culture.  Synthesis of SA and Ybt by DC3000 requires pchA, an isochorismate 
synthase gene in the Ybt genomic cluster, and exogenous SA can restore Ybt production by the 
pchA mutant.  Ybt was also produced by DC3000 in planta, suggesting Ybt plays a role in 
DC3000 pathogenesis.  However, the pchA mutant did not exhibit any growth defect or altered 
virulence in plants.  This lack of phenotype was not attributable to plant-produced SA restoring 
Ybt production as the pchA mutant grew similarly to DC3000 in an Arabidopsis SA biosynthetic 
mutant and in planta Ybt was not detected in pchA-infected wild type plants.  In culture, no 
growth defect was observed for the pchA mutant vs. DC3000 for any condition tested.  Instead, 
enhanced growth of the pchA mutant was observed under stringent iron limitation and additional 
stresses.  This suggests that SA and Ybt production by DC3000 is costly and Pvd is sufficient for 
iron acquisition.  Further exploration of the comparative synthesis and utility of Ybt versus Pvd 
production by DC3000 found siderophore-dependent amplification of ybt gene expression to be 
absent suggesting Ybt may play a yet unknown role in DC3000 pathogenesis. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 Iron is essential for most forms of life, and is a critical factor in pathogenesis [1].  
Pathogenic bacteria, which rely on the host for iron nutrition, must be able to efficiently compete 
for iron.  Most bacteria require 10-6 to 10-7 M levels of bioavailable iron for optimal growth [2].  
In mammalian biological fluids, available iron is estimated to be less than 10-18 M [3, 4] as hosts 
limit free iron to prevent oxidative damage and its availability to pathogenic organisms.  One 
common mechanism by which bacterial pathogens acquire iron is through the use of 
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siderophores.  Siderophores are low molecular weight peptidic molecules with high specificity 
and affinity for ferric iron (Ka= 1022 – 1050).  Under iron limiting conditions, siderophores are 
produced via non-ribosomal peptide synthesis, excreted by the cell, and then imported via 
specific receptor/transporters once bound to Fe3+ [5].  In this way, cells are able to scavenge iron 
from iron-depleted environments.   
 Regulation of siderophore biosynthesis appears to be highly fine-tuned with multiple 
layers of control including repression by Fe2+-Fur under iron-rich conditions, siderophore-
dependent amplification via TonB-dependent siderophore receptor/transporters (such as FpvA) 
or AraC transcriptional regulators (such as PchR), and post-transcriptional regulation by 
antisense RNAs [6-8].  Emerging evidence also indicates a link between quorum-sensing (cell 
density-dependent regulation) and siderophore biosynthesis.  For example, quorum sensing 
Pseudomonas aeruginosa mutants exhibit reduced pyoverdin (Pvd) production [9].  Furthermore, 
dual regulation of siderophore biosynthesis by iron and oxidative stress has been observed in 
certain cases (e.g., catecholate siderophore biosynthesis by Azotobacter vinelandii [10]) 
consistent with the capacity of intracellular siderophores to function as cytoprotective 
antioxidants by limiting the generation of highly reactive hydroxyl radicals produced via the 
Fenton reaction. 
 In terms of pathogenesis, the importance of siderophores in bacterial virulence on 
mammalian hosts has been well demonstrated.  For example, yersiniabactin (Ybt) is required for 
full virulence of Yersinia pestis and Klebsiella pneunoniae infections of mice [11, 12] and Pvd is 
needed for virulence of P. aeruginosa in burned mice [13].  Siderophore synthesis and utilization 
is under constant selective pressure as hosts evolve means to counteract pathogenic iron 
acquisition by siderophores and bacteria develop counterevasive strategies [14].  For example, 
the mammalian protein siderocalin binds catecholic siderophores such as enterobactin and 
bacillibactin, making them ineffective in bacterial iron acquisition. 
 A number of bacteria synthesize multiple high affinity siderophores of different structural 
classes allowing them to bypass host-evolved defenses and/or serve distinct functional roles.  For 
example, Bacillus anthracis synthesizes both the 2,3-catecholate siderophore bacillibactin and 
the unusual citrate/3,4-catecholate siderophore petrobactin whose unique structure is not 
recognized by siderocalin [15].  As expected, B. anthracis mutants in bacillibactin synthesis 
exhibit no defect in mouse virulence whereas petrobactin mutants exhibit reduced virulence [16].  
In the case of A. vinelandii, in contrast to synthesis of the pyoverdin-like siderophore 
azotobactin, catecholate siderophore synthesis is under dual regulation by iron and oxidative 
stress consistent with its cytoprotective antioxidant role [10].  Another example is the probiotic 
E. coli strain Nissle 1917 that produces four siderophores:  the catecholates enterobactin and 
salmochelin, the hydroxamate aerobactin, and the mixed-type siderophore Ybt.  These 
siderophores exhibit maximal production at different pHs consistent with their relative affinity 
for iron(III) at these pHs [17].  Furthermore, an E. coli N1917 Ybt- mutant exhibited reduced 
growth in competition with the wild type strain at neutral but not acidic pHs, consistent with 
increased Ybt production and higher affinity for iron at neutral pHs [17]. 
 In contrast to mammalian pathosystems, siderophore production by phytopathogens and 
their role in virulence on plant hosts has not received much attention.  A clear role for 
siderophores in plant-pathogen interactions was first established for the pectinolytic 
enterobacterium Dickeya dadantii, formerly known as Erwinia chrysanthemi, the causative agent 
of soft rot on a great variety of plants [18, 19], and has been recently observed for several fungal 
phytopathogens [20, 21].  D. dadantii 3937 infection requires two structural classes of high-
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affinity siderophores, chrysobactin and achromobactin, with mutants in either high-affinity iron 
transport system compromised in their virulence on African violet (Saintpaulia ionantha) [22].  
In contrast, single siderophore biosynthetic mutants in other bacterial phytopathogens have not 
exhibited virulence defects under the conditions tested.  For example, Pseudomonas syringae pv. 
syringae B301D, a pathogen of stone fruit trees such as wet cherry (Prunus avium L.), does not 
require Pvd for virulence on immature sweet cherry fruits [23].  Similarly, virulence of 
Agrobacterium tumefaciens B6 and C58 strains, which cause crown gall disease, was not 
significantly compromised by the inability to produce either agrobactin [24] or an 
uncharacterized high affinity siderophore [25].  There are a number of possible reasons for the 
lack of virulence phenotype for these siderophore mutant strains including the compensatory 
action of another high affinity siderophore, and/or the plant growth environment or particulars of 
the infection assay.   
 In order to fully explore the likely complex role of siderophores and iron in 
phytopathogenesis, we employ the use of a widely studied pathosystem with extensive genomic 
and genetic resources available for both the bacterium and plant hosts.  Pseudomonas syringae 
pv tomato (Pst) DC3000, a model phytopathogen [26] causes bacterial speck of tomato (Solanum 
lycopersicum, formerly Lycopersicon esculentum) [27], a worldwide disease of economic 
signifcance, and is also highly virulent on the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana [28, 29 2002].  
In particular, the use of the Pst DC3000 – Arabidopsis pathosystem allows one to readily and 
directly explore and assess bacterial and plant components mediating the interaction as both 
bacterial and plant mutant lines can be easily constructed or are available (e.g. [30]). 
 The genome of Pst DC3000 contains genes required for the synthesis of the mixed type 
siderophore Ybt derived from salicylic acid (SA), and the fluorescent siderophore Pvd [26].  
Whereas the role of bacterial Ybt in mammalian pathogenesis has been extensively studied, this 
is the first investigation into the role of Ybt in plant pathogenesis.  As SA accumulates in plants 
such as Arabidopsis in response to pathogens including Pst DC3000, and pathogen-induced SA 
accumulation is required for basal plant host defense responses including the expression of a 
myriad of defense-related genes [31], we also wanted to assess the possibility of cross-talk 
between bacterial and plant SA production and utilization pathways.  Therefore, our initial focus 
was to determine whether Pst DC3000 produces SA and Ybt and the role these compounds may 
play in virulence on tomato and Arabidopsis plant hosts.  We then extended our studies to 
examine Pvd production and the comparative synthesis, regulation, and functional roles of these 
compounds in Pst DC3000 pathogenesis. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Bacterial strains and culture.  P. syringae pv tomato isolate DC3000 [27],  DC3000 pchA 
mutant (this study), and P. aeruginosa PAO1 were streaked from 15% glycerol stock cultures 
maintained at -80°C.  Three ml liquid cultures were started with 5×108 cfu/ml (OD 600nm = 
0.275) from cells grown on King’s B (KB) agar plates with appropriate antibiotics.  All cultures 
were grown in MOPS1 medium, MOPS media [32] with FeSO4 excluded and 1% Bacto CAS 
amino acids added.  Stringent iron limited cultures were grown in unused culture tubes (Fisher) 
supplemented with 150 µM 2,2’ dipyridil (Sigma) unless otherwise noted.  High iron cultures 
were supplemented with 50µM FeCl3.  Low iron cultures were grown as with stringent iron 
limited cultures except with washed culture tubes resulting in more available iron.  Under these 
low iron conditions, growth of wt and pchA mutant DC3000 was iron-limited and similar.  
Cultures were incubated at 20°C with shaking at 2750 rpm for 1 day unless otherwise noted.  
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DTT cultures were supplemented with 100 µM dithiothreitol.  H2O2 cultures were supplemented 
with 5mM H2O2.  Cultures for pH experiments were modified by adding 100mM MES and then 
adding concentrated NaOH to a pH of 5.7, 6.5 or 7.2.  Cell density in cfu/ml was calculated from 
OD600 measurements (UV1601 Spectrophotometer, Shimadzu) and a P. syringae standard curve 
of cfu/ml vs OD600.  Data are reported as means and standard deviations of three replicates.  
Complete experiments were performed at least twice with similar results. 

Construction of Pst DC3000 pchA mutant.  A 534bp pchA fragment lacking 5’ and 3’ coding 
regions was amplified using Turbo Pfu DNA polymerase (Stratagene) and the primers 5’-
CACCAGGCACAAGGGCAATACCG-3’ and 5’-GCGCTGCATGACCTGTTCC-3’.  The 
product was ligated into the pENTR/D-TOPO vector (Invitrogen), and recombined into the 
pLVC-D destination vector (pLVC18 (DNA Plant Technologies, Oakland, CA) with a gateway 
cassette cloned into the EcoRI site) in a gateway LR reaction (Invitrogen).  The resulting pLVC-
D+ics vector was then mated into DC3000 from DH5α E. coli in a triparental mating.  Mated 
cells were grown on KB agar with 10 µg/ml tetracycline and single colonies were isolated.  The 
correct insertion of the vector into the genome was confirmed by PCR using pchA primers 
outside of the cloned region (5’-AACCCGCTGCCATCATTCA-3’ and 5’-
CCTTAACGGGGGTCAGCAGA-3’) and primers annealing to the attB1 and attB2 cassette 
regions of the pLVC-D vector (5’-AGTTTGTACAAAAAAGCAGGCT-3’ and 5’-
CTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGT-3’, respectively).  In culture under our experimental 
conditions (without antibiotic selection), we have found reversion of the pchA mutation to be 
minimal as we have never detected SA, Ybt, or the presence of the intact pchA gene in pchA 
mutant cultures.  For the in planta bacterial growth assays, the opportunity for selection is very 
limited as there is little net growth (few generations). 

Siderophore quantification and purification.  For initial confirmation of siderophore identity 
by LC-MS analysis, HPLC fractions for putative peaks were dried and submitted to the Vincent 
Coates Foundation Mass Spectrometry Laboratory (Stanford University, USA).  Ybt-Fe3+ was 
extracted from the supernatant (after addition of 100µM FeCl3) of a low iron Pst DC3000 
stationary phase culture with 1 volume ethyl acetate.  The sample was dried and resuspended in 
10% acetonitrile and then analyzed by high-pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC).  An 
acetonitrile gradient of 10-20% was applied from 1 to 6 min, 20-50% from 6 to 10 min, 50-65% 
from 10-20 min, 65-100% from 20 to 25 min, and 100-10% from 25 to 35 min.  A fraction was 
collected around a dominant A385 peak and submitted for LC-MS.  For Pvd-Fe3+ analysis, 
100µM FeCl3 was added to supernatant from a low iron wt DC3000 stationary phase culture, and 
the supernatant was then concentrated 10-fold by evaporation with heating and vacuum.  The 
sample was then analyzed using HPLC Method 1 from [33].  A fraction was collected around the 
dominant A400 peak and submitted for LC-MS.  For all Ybt and Pvd experiments, a Prevail C18 
5u 150mm, 4.6mm (Alltech) column maintained at 27°C was used on a Shimadzu SCL-10AVP 
series HPLC system equipped with a Shimadzu SPD-10AVP photodiode array detector and a 
Shimadzu RF-10AXL fluorescence detector. 

 For subsequent siderophore quantifications, one ml aliquots of liquid cultures were 
collected and 1mM FeCl3 added.  The mixture was then centrifuged at 20,000 rcf for 2 minutes 
at 4°C.  For each run, 50µl of supernatant was analyzed by HPLC.  The buffer used was 17 mM 
formic acid (pH 3.35) and an acetonitrile gradient of 0-2% applied from 5 to 7 min, 2-70% from 
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7 to 20 min, 70-80% from 20 to 22 min and 80-0% from 22 to 27min.  Flow rate was 1 ml/min. 
Ybt was quantified using absorbance at 385nm, with a standard curve using a Ybt standard 
provided by Dr. Chaitan Khosla (Stanford University, USA; [34]) and the reported molar 
extinction coefficient (ε=2884; [35]).  Pvd-Fe3+ was quantified using absorbance at 400nm and a 
reported molar extinction co-efficient (ε=20,000; [36]).  The Ybt-Fe 3+ peak was identified by its 
elution time (~17.8 min) and absorbance spectrum compared with the Ybt standard.  Consistent 
with published work on the atypical pyoverdinpss [36], multiple distinct peaks were detectable as 
Pvd by absorbance spectrum with elution times of ∼10.3, 10.75 and 11.4 mins.  Data are reported 
as means and standard deviations of three replicates.  The complete experiment was performed 
twice with similar results. 

Salicylic Acid extraction and quantification.  Liquid cultures of Pst DC3000 and PAO1 strains 
were grown to stationary phase in low and high iron cultures.  HCl was added to 25ml 
supernatant samples from these cultures to a pH of 2-2.3.  Samples were then extracted with one 
volume of ethyl acetate and evaporated to dryness in the dark and under a vacuum.  Samples 
were then resuspended in 20% methanol and analyzed by HPLC using a 5µM, 15cm × 4.6mm ID 
Supelcosil LC-ABZ+Plus column (Supelco) preceded by a LC-ABZ+Plus guard column 
maintained at 27°C.  The buffer used was 15% acetonitrile in 25mM KH2PO4 (pH 2.5) and an 
acetonitrile gradient was applied.  The flow rate was 1 ml/min.  The concentration of acetonitrile 
was increased linearly to 20% over 6 min, followed by isocratic flow at 20% for 10 min, 
followed by a linear increase from 20% to 55% over 17.5 min, a linear increase from 43% to 
66% over 5 min, isocratic flow at 66% for 2.5 min, a linear decrease from 66% to 15% over 5 
min, and isocratic flow at 15% for 5 min.  SA was detected by fluorescence at 407nm after 
excitation at 305nm and quantified with the calibration curve of y=4418.2x with y in 
fluorescence area units and x in ng SA.  The SA peak was determined by elution time (~21 min) 
as determined by analysis of positive controls containing SA.  Experiments were repeated three 
times with similar results. 

Detection of Yersiniabactin in planta.  Arabidopsis thaliana ecotype Columbia-0 (Col-0) plants 
were grown for five weeks in a 12 hour light/dark cycle with photosynthetically active radiation 
(PAR) ~150 µEm-2s-1, and sprayed with a 10mM MgSO4, 0.05% Silwet L77 solution containing 
5×108 cfu/ml of Pst DC3000 or the DC3000 pchA mutant.  Negative control treatments were 
sterile.  Mature leaves from twelve plants were harvested in liquid nitrogen after five days.  
Leaves were then ground in 10mls H2O and extracted twice with 1 volume ethyl acetate.  The 
organic layer was dried and the samples resuspended in H2O and filtered before HPLC 
purification of the Ybt-Fe3+ containing fraction as described above.  Samples were submitted to 
the Vincent Coates Foundation Mass Spectrometry Laboratory (Stanford University, USA) for 
LC-MS analysis and detection of Ybt-Fe3+.  The complete experiment was performed twice with 
similar results. 

Mass spectrometry.  Samples for LC-MS analysis were resuspended in water and analyzed 
using a Thermo Fischer Alliance HPLC with a Luna C18, 2.1 × 150mm column and a Thermo 
Fisher LCQ Classic Mass Spectrometer at the Vincent Coates Foundation Mass Spectrometry 
Laboratory (Stanford University, USA).  Confirmation of Ybt-Fe3+ and Pvd employed the 
separation gradients used to isolate the compounds (above) with electrospray ionization (ESI) 
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positive-ion MS analysis.  MS-MS fragmentation was performed on selected dominant ion peaks 
for further confirmation of compound identity.   

For the in planta Ybt assays, the buffer used was 10% acetonitrile and a gradient to 100% 
acetonitrile was applied.  Isocratic flow at 10% for 1 min. was followed by a linear increase to 
20% over 5 min. and then a linear increase to 50% over 4 min., a linear increase to 65% over 10 
min., a linear increase to 100% over 5 min., isocratic flow at 100% for 3 min., a linear decrease 
to 10% over 5 min. and isocratic flow at 10% for 2 min. ESI positive-ion spectra from 50-1500 
m/z were collected for Ybt containing fractions.  Samples from plants infiltrated with pchA 
mutant DC3000 and MgSO4 had no detectable Ybt-Fe3+.  ESI+ spectra are shown for the same 
fraction as the sample from wild type DC3000 infiltrated plants. MS-MS fragmentation was 
performed on selected dominant ion peaks to further verify Ybt-Fe3+.     

Bacterial growth in planta.  Arabidopsis thaliana var. Col-0 and ics1-2 (eds16-1) Arabidopsis 
mutant [37] plants were grown for five weeks in a 12 hour light/dark cycle with PAR~150 µEm-
2s-1, and leaves were infiltrated with a 10mM MgSO4 solution containing 5×105 cfu/ml of 
DC3000 strains.  Mature leaves (trimmed to 1 cm2) were then collected at zero, one, or three 
days in 1mL of 10 mM MgSO4 and ground with a plastic pestle.  Appropriate dilutions were then 
plated using a spiral plater (Model D, Spiral Systems Instruments, Inc., Bethesda MD, U.S.A.) 
on KB agar plates with 100µg/ml rifampicin and 15µg/ml natamycin (fungicide) and bacterial 
colonies were counted using a laser colony counter (Model 500A, Spiral System Instruments, 
Inc., Bethesda MD, U.S.A.).  Tomato variety Bonny Best plants were grown for 6 weeks in a 
greenhouse and vacuum infiltrated with 10mM MgSO4 containing 5×105 cfu/ml of DC3000 wild 
type or mutant strains.  Leaflets of approximately 0.5 g fresh weight were ground in 1mL of 10 
mM MgSO4 solution at zero and three days.  Plating and counting of colonies was performed as 
with Arabidopsis. Data are reported as means and standard deviations of three replicates.  
Complete experiments were performed twice with similar results. 

RNA isolation and reverse transcription (RT).  RNA was collected from 5×108 cfu of liquid 
cultures using an RNeasy mini kit (QIAGEN) and DNase (QIAGEN) treated according to the 
manufacturer's instructions.  cDNA was synthesized from 1µg of RNA using a QuantiTect RT 
kit (QIAGEN) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.  Negative control reactions lacked 
only reverse transcriptase. Resultant cDNAs were used in quantitative PCR (qPCR) experiments. 

qPCR. cDNA samples were used as a template for qPCR of pchA, ybtE and pvdA.  PCR 
efficiencies for the different primer sets were determined to be comparable.  PCR was performed 
with a QuantiTect SYBR Green PCR kit (Qiagen) and an ABI PRISM 7700 real time cycler 
(ABI).  50µl reactions were prepared according to manufacturer’s instructions using 50ng 
template cDNA.  The primers used for the real-time reactions were 5′ 
CAGTTGCTTCATGGGTGCAT-3′ and 5′-GCCATGGTGTGCAATTGATC-3′ for ics, 5′-
GCAGGTGACCGGGTCATG-3′ and 5′-GCAAACAATGCGCAGACAAA-3′ for ybtE, 5′-
GGCGATGTTCGAATTCAACA-3′ and 5′-CCGCCAAGGCTTTCAAGA-3′ for pvdA, and 5′-
CGCTAGTAATCGCGAATCAGAA-3′ and 5′-GACGGGCGGTGTGTACAAG-3′ for 16S 
rRNA.  Gene expression was normalized to 16S rRNA for each sample.  Complete experiments 
were performed twice with similar results. 
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RESULTS 
Synthesis of salicylic acid and yersiniabactin by Pst DC3000.   
 In order to determine whether Pst DC3000 synthesizes SA and Ybt, wild type DC3000 
was grown with high iron (with 50 µM Fe3+) or low iron (iron limited conditions).  As shown in 
Figure 2.1, SA and Ybt are produced by DC3000 and detected in culture supernatant when 
grown under iron limiting conditions.  We routinely analyze SA in our laboratory by HPLC [38] 
and the SA chromatographic peak was confirmed by its fluorescence at excitation 305 nm / 
emission 407 nm and retention time compared with SA standards.  Yersiniabactin was confirmed 
by comparing its iron-bound absorbance spectrum, retention time, ESI-MS positive ion analysis 
(Figure 2.1 B&C), and MS-MS fragmentation (data not shown) with a Ybt standard and 
published results [34, 35, 39-41].  Similar to published results for Ybt isolated from other 
bacterial species or strains, we observed a major ion intensity at m/z= 535.1 [FeM+H]+ for iron-
saturated Ybt-Fe3+ and a minor ion intensity at m/z= 348.9 corresponding to the Ybt 295 
cleavage product + Fe.  This Ybt 295 cleavage product results from the loss of an uncharged 186 
fragment [35].  In addition, major ion intensities associated with the Ybt-Fe3+ dimer (m/z= 

1068.7), the dimer - 186 fragment (m/z= 
882.9), and the Ybt-Fe3+ trimer (m/z= 
1603.5) were also observed, in agreement 
with previous reports [35, 41].  This is, to 
our knowledge, the first reported 
detection of SA and Ybt produced by the 
well-studied plant pathogen Pst DC3000. 
 
Figure 2.1  Pst DC3000 produces 
salicylic acid and yersiniabactin under 
iron-limiting conditions. (A) Overlayed 
HPLC chromatograms showing SA 
extracted from iron-limited (black) and 
high iron DC3000 cultures (gray).  
Fluorescence at excitation 305 nm, 
emission 407 nm, optimal for SA, is 
shown. Structure of SA is shown in upper 
right corner.  (B) Overlayed HPLC 
chromatograms showing Ybt-Fe3+ with 
Ybt extracted from iron-limited (black) 
and high iron (gray) DC3000 cultures, 
measured at a Ybt-Fe3+ absorbance 
maximum (385 nm).  Extracted Ybt and 
Ybt-Fe3+ was saturated with Fe3+ prior to 
HPLC analysis to facilitate comparison.  
Absorbance profile of Ybt (at peak 
maximum, 17.8 min) is shown in inset.  
(C) LC-MS (positive ion mode) analysis of 
DC3000 Ybt HPLC fraction.  Black arrows 
indicate the major ion intensities (m/z) 
associated with the iron-bound monomer 
(m/z= 535.1 [FeM+H]+), dimer (1068.7), 

and trimer (1603.5); gray arrows indicate dominant cleavage products.  Structure of 
yersiniabactin is shown in upper right hand corner. 
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DC3000 synthesis of SA and Ybt requires the isochorismate synthase pchA. 
 The isochorismate synthase pchA, responsible for the conversion of chorismate to 
isochorismate, is required for the synthesis of SA and SA-derived siderophores in well-
characterized species such as Pseudomonas aeruginosa PAO1 [42, 43].  The genes responsible 
for SA synthesis from chorismate in DC3000 are included in the Ybt biosynthetic cluster (see 
Figure 2.2).  Therefore, to confirm that the predicted DC3000 Ybt biosynthetic cluster is 
responsible for the Ybt and SA detected in our iron-limited cultures, we created a pchA 
(PSPTO2595) insertion mutant of DC3000.  As expected, SA and Ybt production were 
abrogated in the DC3000 pchA mutant (Figure 2.3).  To determine whether downstream Ybt 
biosynthetic enzymes were still expressed, translated, and assembled into a functional complex, 
we supplemented iron-limited media with 10 µM SA.  This supplementation restored Ybt 
production in the pchA mutant (data not shown).  
 
 

 
 
Figure 2.2. Organization of the putative yersiniabactin cluster in the genome of P. syringae pv. 
tomato DC3000.  Gene names are modeled after the Ybt cluster in Y. pestis, excepting pchA 
and pchB named after the P. aeruginosa orthologs.  Pst DC3000 genes from PSPTO2595 
(pchA) to PSPTO2606 (ybtA) are shown.  ybtA is shaded light gray and is an AraC type 
transcriptional regulator.  Transport genes are shaded black and consist of the TonB dependent 
receptor fyuA, and two ABC transporters ybtP and ybtQ.  Biosynthetic genes are shaded dark 
gray and include the isochorismate synthase pchA and the salicyl-AMP ligase ybtE.  ybtX is 
shaded white and has no identified function in Y. pestis. 
 

 
Figure 2.3.  Synthesis of SA and Ybt requires  
a functional pchA gene.  SA (gray) and Ybt 
(black) measured in iron-limited culture 
supernatants 24 hrs post inoculation with wild 
type Pst DC3000 or the pchA DC3000 mutant. 
The DC3000 pchA mutation is in the 
isochorismate synthase gene of the putative 
Ybt biosynthetic cluster.  nd= not detected, 
below detection limit. 
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Impact of SA and Ybt on DC3000 growth and virulence in plant hosts.  

As Pseudomonas syringae pv. tomato DC3000 is pathogenic on tomato and Arabidopsis, 
we tested whether the pchA mutant exhibited altered bacterial growth or disease-associated 
symptoms in these host plants.  Intercellular P. syringae pathogens enter plant leaves through the 
stomata, multiply in the intercellular space (apoplast) and eventually produce visible diseases 
symptoms [44].  On susceptible tomato and Arabidopsis plants, Pst DC3000 is virulent, with 
progressive bacterial growth and visible symptoms of disease including gray-brown lesions with 
chlorosis spreading out from the lesions [28].  Low dose bacterial infiltration assays have been 
successfully used to identify individual components of bacterial virulence or plant 
resistance/susceptibility (e.g., [45]).  Therefore, we examined in planta bacterial growth and 
associated disease symptoms following infiltration of a low dose (OD600= 0.0003) of wild type 
DC3000 or pchA mutant strains into leaves of the susceptible hosts tomato var. Bonny Best and 
Arabidopsis thaliana Col-0.  We observed no significant growth defect of the pchA mutant 
compared to Pst DC3000 wild type strains in susceptible tomato or Arabidopsis hosts (Figures 
2.4A&B).  Furthermore, we observed no visible differences in disease symptoms (data not 
shown).  Initial bacterial colonization of the leaf surface and stomatal ingress can also play 
important roles in P. syringae virulence [46, 47].  Therefore to assess whether the pchA mutant 
might have a defect in initial colonization or ingress, we sprayed wild type and pchA mutant 
bacterial suspensions onto Arabidopsis Col-0 leaves.  We observed no significant, reproducible 
difference in Arabidopsis disease symptoms following application with the mutant vs. wild type 
strains at standard (OD600= 0.275) or high (OD600= 1.0 or 2.0) sprayed doses (data not shown). 

Tomato and Arabidopsis accumulate SA in response to pathogen infection as a key 
component of the plant defense response.  In Arabidopsis, this pathogen-induced SA is 
synthesized from isochorismate [37].  Isochorismate synthase ics1 mutants in AtICS1 
(At1g74710) exhibit enhanced disease susceptibility with abrogated pathogen-induced SA 
accumulation and SA-dependent pathogenesis-related gene expression [37, 48, 49].  Though 
pathogen-induced SA appears to be synthesized in the plastid [38], it also accumulates in the 
apoplast.  For example, using an SA biosensor strain, apoplastic free SA in tobacco increased 
from undetectable in untreated leaves to 6.5 µM at 16 hpi with tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) to 
levels as high as 81-380 µM in isolated sites associated with developing (40 hpi) or visible 
hypersensitive response lesions (90-168 hpi) [50].  As discussed earlier, exogenous SA (10 µM) 
restored Ybt synthesis in the pchA mutant under iron-limiting conditions.  Therefore, we wanted 
to determine whether apoplastic plant-produced SA could complement the DC3000 pchA 
mutation by providing SA for bacterial Ybt production, thus resulting in lack of an observable 
growth defect or altered disease symptoms.  Inoculation of ics1 Arabidopsis plants with the pchA 
mutant resulted in no growth defect or altered disease symptoms (not shown) compared to 
DC3000 (Figure 2.4C).  Furthermore, there were no robust, reproducible differences in disease 
symptoms when wild type or mutant bacterial strains were sprayed onto ics1 Arabidopsis plants 
(data not shown).  As induced SA synthesis is abrogated in the ics1 Arabidopsis mutant and 
uninduced, constitutive leaf apoplastic SA levels appear to be extremely low [50], plant-
produced SA is not likely to be responsible for the lack of a pchA phenotype in planta.   

The enhanced growth of both the pchA and wild type Pst DC3000 strains in the ics1 
mutant compared with wild type Arabidopsis is consistent with previous results and the role of 
plant-produced SA in limiting pathogen growth [49].  As the DC3000 and pchA mutant strains 
both exhibited similarly enhanced growth (~ 1 log10 at 3 dpi) on the ics1 mutant compared with 
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wild type Arabidopsis in side-by-side experiments, our results also indicate that SA produced by 
Pst DC3000 cannot compensate for the lack of pathogen-induced plant-produced SA in the ics1 
Arabidopsis mutant.   
 
 

 
 
Figure 2.4.  In planta bacterial growth of Pst DC3000 and the pchA mutant. 
Bacterial growth in planta is shown for infection of susceptible plant hosts:  (A) tomato, (B) 
Arabidopsis thaliana, and (C) the Arabidopsis ics1 mutant that has a defect in the synthesis of 
pathogen-induced salicylic acid.  Mature leaves of these plants were infiltrated with Pst DC3000 
(black) or the pchA mutant (gray) at a dose of 5x105 cfu/ml.  In planta bacterial growth 
(log(cfu/leaf)) was assessed at 0, 1, and 3 days post infection (DPI). 
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Ybt is produced by Pst DC3000 in planta. 
 Given our lack of growth or altered disease phenotype for the pchA mutant on susceptible 
plant hosts, we sought to determine whether Ybt was produced by Pst DC3000 in planta.  We 
were not able to specifically examine SA produced by DC3000 in planta, as our estimates for SA 
produced by DC3000 (<1 pmol SA/leaf assuming in planta SA production similar to that of iron-
limited cultures (e.g., Figure 2.3)) are well below the uninduced levels of free SA produced by 
Arabidopsis. 
 To determine whether Ybt was produced in planta, we extracted DC3000 and pchA 
mutant-infected Arabidopsis leaves at 5 days post inoculation, analyzed these samples by HPLC, 
and collected the putative Ybt fractions based on Ybt retention time.  The samples were then 
analyzed by ESI-mass spectrometry and compared with our ESI-MS results from Ybt extracted 
from culture supernatant (Figure 2.1C).  The dominant Ybt ions (m/z=535.1 (monomer) and 
m/z=1068.7 (dimer)) were detected in extracts from DC3000-sprayed plants but not in extracts 
from plants sprayed with the pchA mutant or a buffer control (Figure 2.5).  Furthermore, MS-
MS fragmentation of the 535 ion of the DC3000-infected Arabidopsis leaf sample resulted in an 
essentially identical fragmentation pattern to that for MS-MS analysis of Ybt extracted from 
DC3000 culture supernatants (data not shown).  We observed production of both the -186 Ybt 
fragment of m/z=349 described by [35] and the m/z=489 ion thought to arise from 
decarboxylation of the molecular ion of the FeH+ adduct [39, 41].  These results indicate that (1) 
Ybt is synthesized by Pst DC3000 during its infection of Arabidopsis, (2) synthesis of Ybt in 
planta requires a functional DC3000 pchA gene, and (3) plant-derived SA is unable to restore 
bacterial Ybt production in the pchA mutant. 
 
Synthesis of the siderophore pyoverdine by Pst DC3000 may mask functional role of Ybt. 

In phytopathogens synthesizing multiple high affinity siderophores, the inability to 
synthesize a single siderophore may not result in an observable growth or disease phenotype 
depending upon the pathosystem (e.g. [23]).  In some cases, the inability to produce one 
siderophore results in altered compensatory production of the other siderophore(s), as observed 
for D. dadantii in culture [22].  In addition to yersiniabactin, Pst DC3000 likely synthesizes the 
yellow-green fluorescent siderophore pyoverdin (Pvd) based on the presence of the required 
biosynthetic genes in its genome [26] and the synthesis of Pvd by other Pst strains [33, 51].  
Therefore, we first wanted to determine whether DC3000 produces Pvd under iron-limiting 
conditions.  As shown in Figure 2.6A, Pvd was produced by Pst DC3000 under iron-limiting 
conditions, with significant enrichment compared to its levels in iron-rich culture supernatants.  
The identity of Pvd was confirmed by its absorbance spectrum and by ESI-mass spectrometry 
(Figures 2.6A&B).  Its specific spectral traits and size (1,175 molecular weight) indicate that it 
is similar to the atypical pyoverdin characterized as the dominant pyoverdin of Pseudomonas 
syringae pv. syringae B301D [36] and present in numerous Pseudomonas syringae strains 
including Pst LMG5093 [51, 52].  This pyoverdinpss contains the 2,3-diamino-6,7-dihydroxy-
quinoline chromophore characteristic of all pyoverdins in addition to a heptapeptide consisting of 
2 β-Hydroxyaspartic acids, 2 serines, 2 threonines and 1 lysine [36].  This is, to our knowledge, 
the first reported detection and characterization of the Pst DC3000 pyoverdin. 
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Figure 2.5.  Detection of Ybt in planta.  LC-MS analysis of Ybt from Arabidopsis leaf extracts 
harvested 5 days post infection with (A) Pst DC3000, (B) the pchA mutant, or (C) with control 
treatment (10 mM MgS04).  ESI (positive ion) 200-1200 for elution time of Ybt-Fe 3+ is shown.  
Major ion intensities (m/z) for the iron-bound Ybt monomer (m/z= 535.1 and dimer (1068.7)) are 
indicated with an arrow where present. 
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Figure 2.6.  Production of Pyoverdin by Pst DC3000.  (A) HPLC chromatogram showing Pvd 
peaks, measured by absorbance at 400 nm for culture extracts isolated from iron-limited 
cultures (black) or high iron cultures (gray).  Absorbance profile of dominant Pvd peak at its 
maximum (10.7 min) is shown in inset.  (B) LC-MS (positive ion mode) analysis of DC3000 
dominant Pvd HPLC fraction.  The relative abundance of the major ion intensities (m/z) from 
1120-1240 is shown. 
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Figure 2.7.  Bacterial growth and siderophore production in culture as iron is progressively more 
limited through the addition of 2,2-dipyridil.  Siderophores were measured in culture 
supernatants 24 hrs post inoculation.  (A) Pst DC3000 growth (OD600) and Ybt production 
(nmol), (B) Pst DC3000 growth (OD600) and Pvd production (nmol), (C) growth (OD600) of Pst 
DC3000 compared with the pchA mutant, (D) Pvd production in nmol by Pst DC3000 compared 
with the pchA mutant. 
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Impact of increasing dipyridil on Ybt and Pvd production by Pst DC3000 and the pchA 
mutant. 

As the relative production of the siderophores of a given phytopathogen can differ 
depending upon the amount of available Fe3+, we first assessed the production of Ybt and Pvd by 
Pst DC3000 in cultures grown with progressively more limiting amounts of Fe3+.  As shown in 
Figure 2.7, growth of DC3000 is significantly impacted as available iron is limited by increasing 
dipyridil concentrations.  Total Ybt and Pvd in culture supernatants were highest at low levels of 
dipyridil; however, when siderophore levels were normalized on a cell basis, they increased with 
progressive iron limitation (Figures 2.7A&B).  We observed no preferential synthesis of Ybt vs. 
Pvd (or vice versa) for any part of the iron limitation regime (0-200 µM dipyridil). 

To determine whether Pvd may compensate for lack of Ybt production in the pchA 
mutant, we first compared growth of wild type DC3000 and the pchA mutant in culture under 
progressively limited Fe3+ conditions (as above).  A simple expectation was that if Pvd was 
unable to compensate for Ybt, we might observe reduced growth for the pchA mutant, 
particularly under more stringent iron-limiting conditions (e.g. 150-200 µM dipyridil).  If Pvd 
could compensate for Ybt absence in the pchA mutant, we would expect to see no difference in 
growth between the wild type and mutant strains.  Surprisingly, as shown in Figure 2.7C, we 
found enhanced growth of the pchA mutant compared with wild type, with a greater relative 
increase in pchA growth compared to wild type as available iron is more limited (i.e. with higher 
dipyridil concentration).   

As no growth defect (and in fact an enhancement) was observed for the pchA mutant as 
iron was progressively more limited, we determined whether Pvd production was altered in the 
pchA mutant compared with wild type.  We observed enhanced Pvd in culture supernatants of the 
pchA mutant compared with wild type with increasing dipyridil (Figure 2.7D).  However, the 
pchA mutant also grew better than wild type under these conditions (Figure 2.7C), and cell-
normalized Pvd levels are not significantly higher in the pchA mutant compared with wild type.  
In the experiment presented in Figure 2.7D, it appears that there may even be less Pvd on a cell 
basis in the pchA mutant compared with wild type at 150 and 200 µM dipyridyl; however, repeat 
experiments indicate that cell-normalized Pvd is not significantly different for the wild type and 
mutant. 

 
Conditional experiments under stringent iron-limitation (150 µM dipyridyl)  

Because we saw no growth defect in the pchA mutant in planta (Figure 2.4) or in the 
pchA mutant in culture under conditions of progressive iron limitation (Figure 2.7C), we 
assessed whether the pchA mutant might exhibit a growth defect in culture under a variety of 
physiologically relevant conditions (Figure 2.8).  These conditional experiments were performed 
as above, but with variation in our standard temperature, pH and redox conditions.  

Plant leaf temperature is not tightly moderated and can be expected to vary regularly in 
the field.  Our Arabidopsis plants are grown in a controlled growth chamber at 22°C, and our 
standard assay condition in culture has been performed at 20°C.  Perhaps SA and Ybt production 
and function is important for maximal growth at high temperatures, resulting in a growth defect 
in the pchA mutant at 30°C but not 20°C.  As shown in Figure 2.8, we found that the pchA 
mutant still exhibited enhanced growth relative to wild type Pst DC3000 at 30°C.  In iron-rich 
media, DC3000 typically exhibits higher growth at 30°C compared to 20°C.  In contrast, we 
found that in iron-limited media both the wild type and pchA mutant exhibited enhanced growth 
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at 20°C not 30°C.  This is perhaps due to enhanced iron acquisition resulting from higher total 
and cell-normalized Ybt and Pvd production at 20°C (data not shown). 

In addition to differing temperatures, pathogens in the leaf apoplast may also experience 
changes in reducing or oxidizing (redox) conditions.  Plants produce reactive oxygen species in 
addition to SA as part of the immune response to pathogens, including oxidants such as H2O2 
[31].  Reductant concentrations can also vary as a function of environmental conditions including 
light, temperature, abiotic stress, and pathogens [53].  Therefore, we examined growth of 
DC3000 and the pchA mutant under more oxidizing (+ H2O2) or reducing (+ DTT) conditions in 
culture.  Though H2O2 and DTT negatively impacted the growth of both strains, once again, the 
pchA mutant exhibited enhanced growth compared to wild type (Figure 2.8).  Indeed, the 
relative growth of pchA compared with wild type was reproducibly higher under these conditions 
than any other condition tested. 
 pH has been shown to impact bacterial growth and siderophore production [17].  It also 
has a dramatic impact on the affinity of siderophores for iron with differential impacts on distinct 
siderophores [17].  Therefore, we were interested in determining the influence of pH on the 
growth of the pchA mutant vs. wild type to determine whether Ybt plays a greater functional role 
at a pH other than 7.2 (our standard conditions).  At pH 7.2, Ybt is likely to have a higher affinity 
for Fe3+ than Pvd as pFe Ybt= 1036 at pH 8.5 [39] and pFe Pvd = 1032 at pH 10 with decreasing 
affinity at lower pH (i.e. pFe Pvd = 1025 at pH 7) [36].  The plant apoplast is more acidic than our 
standard pH with typical values ranging from pH 5.3 to 6.7 (e.g., in [54]).  In Arabidopsis, a 
resting apoplastic pH of 6.3 was reported [54] and environmental stresses can alter apoplastic pH 
significantly (i.e. by 1-1.5 pH units; [55]).  Therefore we tested the growth of DC3000 and the 
pchA mutant at pH 5.7, 6.5, and 7.2.  Though lower pH resulted in reduced growth for both 
strains, we did not observe a significant growth defect in the pchA mutant compared to wild type 

(Figure 2.8).  At pH 6.5 pchA exhibited enhanced growth compared to wild type, similar to pH 
7.2.  At pH 5.7, bacterial growth of both strains was severely compromised with 5-fold lower 
growth than at pH 7.2.  This could be due to ineffective iron acquisition as both Pvd and Ybt are 
predicted to be dramatically less effective at binding Fe3+ at lower pHs [17, 36]. 

In summary, under all conditions tested with stringent iron limitation (150 µM dipyridil), 
the pchA mutant exhibited enhanced growth compared with wild type. 

 
 

Figure 2.8.  Conditional experiments 
varying temperature, redox, and pH show 
enhanced growth of the pchA mutant 
compared with Pst DC3000 under 
stringent iron-limiting conditions.  
Bacterial growth (OD600) was assessed 
for cultures 24 hrs post inoculation under 
iron-limiting conditions (with 150 µM 
dipyridyl) with varying temperature, 
oxidant (H2O2), reductant (DTT), or pH to 
assess differences in bacterial growth 
under potentially environmentally 
relevant conditions.  Data is normalized 
to growth of DC3000 under standard 
conditions (20 °C, pH 7.2). 
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Siderophore production under low iron conditions 
As discussed above, as iron was progressively less available (50-200 µM dipyridil), the 

pchA mutant exhibited increasingly enhanced growth compared to wild type Pst DC3000.  
Levels of potentially available iron in the leaf apoplast can range from 1.6 µM to 6 µM with the 
lower values being associated with iron-deficiency [56, 57].  Therefore, we decided to examine 
relative growth of wild type versus the pchA mutant as we added progressively more iron (e.g. 
from 0 to 50 µM FeCl3).  Unlike our findings when dipyridil was added to the culture media, we 
found that wild type and pchA mutant strains exhibited similar growth when 0-50 µM of FeCl3 
was added.  At 10 µM added FeCl3, iron no longer limited growth, and we observed a 5-fold 
increase in growth in both strains that was consistent from 10-50 µM FeCl3 (data not shown).  In 
both the added dipyridyl and added iron experiments, wt and pchA mutant strains grew similarly 
with no added dipyridil or iron.  Therefore, we decided to further examine the role of Ybt and 
Pvd under a low iron condition where bacterial growth is still partially limited and siderophores 
are produced, but mutant and wild type DC3000 strains exhibit similar growth.  

As shown in Figure 2.9A, under this low iron condition, both Ybt and Pvd are detected 
in the Pst DC3000 culture supernatant by 10 hrs.  Pvd levels increase with time through the 48 hr 
time course, whereas, Ybt levels peak at 24 hr with ~90% of maximal Ybt at 48 hr.  Through this 
time course, the wild type DC3000 and pchA mutant strains grew equally well (Figure 2.9B).  
To determine whether enhanced Pvd levels in the pchA mutant might compensate for the loss of 
SA and Ybt synthesis, we measured Pvd in culture supernatants of DC3000 vs. pchA mutant 
through this time course.  To our surprise, we found reduced Pvd in culture supernatants of the 
pchA mutant (Figure 2.9C).  In total, these results suggest that Ybt is not required for growth 
under these low iron conditions.  Furthermore, it appears that excreted Pvd in DC3000 is more 
than sufficient to bind available iron in the media as a 30% reduction in Pvd in the culture 
supernatant of the pchA mutant did not compromise its growth. 
 
Expression of siderophore biosynthetic genes 

To explore the regulation of siderophore biosynthesis in Pst DC3000, we performed 
quantitative PCR (qPCR) to assess the expression of the Ybt biosynthetic genes pchA 
(PSPTO2595; the isochorismate synthase required for the synthesis of SA) and ybtE 
(PSPTO2597; the salicyl-AMP ligase required for the synthesis of Ybt from SA) and the 
pyoverdin biosynthetic gene pvdA (PSPTO2135; a peptide synthase required for the synthesis of 
the Pvd chromophore [58]).  As expected, pchA, ybtE, and pvdA were not expressed by DC3000 
under high iron conditions (50 µM FeCl3) but were expressed under low iron conditions (as 
above) shown for 24 hr (Figure 2.10).   

We then compared expression of these genes in the wild type versus pchA mutant strains.  
As the pchA mutant contains an insertion in the pchA gene, pchA was not expressed in the pchA 
mutant (Figure 2.10A).  ybtE was expressed similarly to DC3000 in the pchA mutant under low 
iron conditions (Figure 2.10B).  The induced expression of ybtE in the pchA mutant was 
surprising as maximal expression of siderophore biosynthetic genes in similar characterized 
systems typically involves a siderophore-dependent amplification (e.g., Ybt: Yersinia 
enterocolitica [59], Y. pestis [11]; pyochelin:  P. aeruginosa [60, 61]).  We then compared pvdA 
expression in DC3000 versus the pchA mutant.  As 70% of wild type Pvd levels are measured in 
culture supernatants of the pchA mutant at 24 hrs compared with wild type under these 
conditions, pvdA expression might also be reduced in the pchA mutant.  In two separate 
experiments, we observed pvdA expression in the pchA mutant to be 85% and 82% of wild type 
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levels by qPCR (see Figure 2.10C).  However, as this difference is within the standard deviation 
associated with each experiment, we can only conclude that there is no dramatic difference in 
pvdA expression in the pchA mutant. 

 
Figure 2.9.  Time course of growth and siderophore production by Pst DC3000 and the pchA 
mutant under low iron conditions.  (A) Pvd and Ybt levels (both in nmol) in culture supernatants 
of Pst DC3000.  (B) Growth curve (OD600) for Pst DC3000 and the pchA mutant.  (C) Pvd 
levels in nmol in culture supernatants of DC3000 or the pchA mutant.  Low iron conditions are 
equivalent to no added dipyridyl or added FeCl3.  
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Figure 2.10.  Expression of SA, Ybt, and Pvd biosynthetic genes by DC3000 and the pchA 
mutant in high iron or low iron cultures.  Normalized expression of (A) pchA, (B) ybtE, and (C) 
pvdA in wild type Pst DC3000 (black) and the pchA mutant (gray) at 24 hrs post inoculation in 
high iron (with 50 µM FeCl3) or low iron media.  pchA (PSPTO2595) is required for SA and Ybt 
biosynthesis.  ybtE (PSPTO2597) is required for Ybt biosynthesis from SA.  pvdA (PSPTO2135) 
is required for Pvd biosynthesis.  RNA isolation and qPCR were performed as described in 
Materials and Methods.  Gene expression was normalized to 16S rRNA for each sample and 
multiplied by 1000 for ease in presentation.  nd=  not detected, below detection limit. 
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DISCUSSION 
 Herein, we characterize the iron regulated siderophore production of Pst DC3000, and 
demonstrate, for the first time, that salicylic acid, yersiniabactin, and an atypical pyoverdin 
(Pyoverdinpss [36]) are produced by the well-studied plant pathogen Pseudomonas syringae pv. 
tomato DC3000 when iron is limited.  We showed that SA and Ybt synthesis in DC3000 are 
dependent on the isochorismate sythase gene pchA through analysis of a pchA insertion mutant 
and established that SA is a required precursor for Ybt synthesis.  Using this pchA mutant, we 
explored the functional importance of SA and Ybt in culture and in pathogenesis.  We 
determined that DC3000 produces Ybt in the course of infection in planta and that this 
production requires pchA.  However, we did not observe any differences in bacterial growth or 
visible disease symptoms of plants infected with the pchA mutant vs. wild type Pst DC3000.  To 
determine whether pchA might be required for initial leaf colonization and bacterial ingress 
through plant stomata or wounds, we also assessed the plant virulence phenotype in response to 
spraying bacterial cultures onto the leaf surface.  No virulence difference was observed in plant 
leaves sprayed with the pchA mutant compared with wild type DC3000. 
 
Role of Ybt in Pst DC3000 pathogenesis 
 As Ybt is synthesized by Pst DC3000 in planta, why did the pchA mutant exhibit no 
fitness or virulence defect?  Possible explanations include 1) the pchA mutant utilizes plant-
produced SA to make Ybt, 2) the DC3000 siderophore pyoverdin is able to functionally 
compensate for loss of Ybt production under these conditions, or 3) under the conditions tested, 
Ybt or high affinity siderophores in general are not required for bacterial virulence in planta.  
 We addressed the first possibility experimentally by assessing whether the pchA mutant 
exhibited a growth or disease phenotype when inoculated or sprayed onto the SA biosynthetic 
mutant ics1.  If plant-produced SA restored pchA Ybt formation in wild type plants, then the ics1 
mutant would be unable to restore Ybt production and a growth defect for the pchA mutant 
would be observed on the ics1 mutant plants.  Instead, no growth difference was observed for the 
pchA mutant vs. DC3000 on the ics1 plants.  We then confirmed this directly by examining in 
planta Ybt production.  Whereas Ybt was detected in Arabidopsis leaf extracts infected with 
DC3000, it was not detected in pchA-infected leaf extracts.  Thus, under the conditions 
examined, plant-produced SA does not rescue the pchA mutation.  This finding might also 
suggest that Pst exposure to Arabidopsis SA is low (<<10µM) in this virulent interaction, in 
contrast to experiments demonstrating higher apoplastic SA in an avirulent interaction [50].   
 To address the second explanation for the lack of a virulence defect for the pchA mutant 
(i.e. Pvd compensates for lack of Ybt production), we undertook a series of experiments.  We 
were first interested in determining whether there were conditions under which Ybt was 
preferentially synthesized over Pvd by DC3000.  We examined Ybt and Pvd production 
(assessed from culture supernatants) as iron was progressively more limited (through the addition 
of 2,2’-dipyridil), progressively more available (with added FeCl3), under a variety of relevant 
environmental conditions (acidic pH, redox stress, temperature stress), and over time. Generally, 
Pvd and Ybt levels were correlated and of a similar magnitude with Pvd typically 1.5- to 2- fold 
higher on a nmol basis.  However, the low iron time course experiment showed that while Ybt 
and Pvd accumulate similarly in early cultures, over time Pvd becomes the more prevalent 
siderophore (Figure 2.9A).  Indeed, at the late stationary phase time point (48 hr) Pvd levels 
continue to increase while Ybt decreases.  This difference in Pvd vs. Ybt is not likely due to 
increased iron limitation as this pattern is not observed with increasing dipyridil (Figure 2.7), but 
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may be due to differential regulation or utilization (discussed below).  We also examined growth 
of the pchA mutant vs. wild type in the above experiments and found the mutant grew similarly 
to wild type DC3000 under iron-rich or low iron conditions, but exhibited enhanced growth 
under more stringent iron-limiting conditions (i.e. with added dipyridyl). 
 In the phytopathogen D. dadantii 3937, chrysobactin- or achromobactin- biosynthetic 
mutants partially compensate for loss of one siderophore by compensatory changes in the timing 
and amount of the remaining siderophore produced under iron limiting conditions in vitro [22].  
Therefore, we were interested in determining whether we would see enhanced Pvd in culture 
supernatants of the pchA mutant to compensate for lack of Ybt production.  This does not seem 
to be the case.  Under stringent low iron conditions in which the pchA mutant grows better than 
wild type DC3000, the pchA mutant does overproduce Pvd, but not on a cell normalized basis.  
In fact, under conditions in which the two strains grow similarly, the pchA mutant produces less 
Pvd than wild type.  For example, though the pchA mutant and DC3000 grew equally well in the 
low iron time course experiment (Figure 2.9), Pvd levels for the pchA mutant were less than the 
wild type throughout the time course (10-48 hr).  This suggests that for the pchA mutant, the 
available Pvd (~70% of wild type) was sufficient to supply the required iron needed for growth.  
In summary, under the conditions tested, Pvd is synthesized with Ybt and could alone be 
sufficient for iron acquisition in vitro, and therefore in planta. 
 As mentioned above, it is also possible that high affinity siderophores are not required for 
Pst DC3000 iron acquisition in the plant apoplast under the growth and environmental conditions 
assessed thereby resulting in no virulence defect for the pchA mutant. Published values for Fe3+ 
in the leaf apoplast range from 1.6-6 µM Fe3+ with the iron complexed predominantly by citrate 
[56, 57, 62].  Pst DC3000 contains a putative FecA ferric dicitrate transporter (PSPTO1207).  As 
most bacteria require 10-6- 10-7 M levels of bioavailable iron for optimal growth [2], it is possible 
that ferric citrate alone could provide sufficient iron for bacterial growth in the leaf apoplast.  
This can be compared to mammalian pathogens such as PAO1, which can import host iron-
binding compounds such as heme to overcome the minute levels of available Fe3+ in mammalian 
biological fluids, estimated to be less than 10-18 M [3, 4, 63].   

Future work with a Ybt- Pvd- biosynthetic Pst DC3000 double mutant should enable us to 
assess the above possibilities.  If Pvd functionally compensates for lack of Ybt production in the 
pchA mutant, then the double mutant should show severely compromised growth in planta.  If 
reduced growth is not observed in the double mutant, then under these conditions, neither high 
affinity siderophore is required.   
 Ybt is not required for optimal bacterial growth or virulence under the tested 
environmental and assay conditions, but may still play an important role under more ecologically 
relevant conditions.  For example, in our experiments, plants were grown in controlled 
environments where environmental stresses such as temperature fluctuations, drought, and 
dramatic changes in light intensity did not occur.  In addition, our plants were grown under 
standard conditions without mineral or nutrient limitation.  Finally, these plants were not 
exposed to the typical suite of interactors – other pathogens, symbionts, and pests.  Therefore, 
the synthesis of SA and Ybt by Pst DC3000 may still confer a benefit in colonizing the leaf 
surface or apoplast in a field setting.  In addition, we examined compatible interactions in which 
DC3000 is virulent on the susceptible plant host and programmed cell death associated with 
avirulent hypersensitive response is not elicited.  It is possible that Ybt production by Pst 
DC3000 is beneficial in the context of a robust plant immune response, as apoplastic SA 
accumulation appears to be significantly higher in response to avirulent pathogens (>100 µM; 
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[50]).  As there is the potential for these levels of apoplastic SA to be cytotoxic and have a role 
in activating defenses, the ability of DC3000 to utilize this SA in Ybt synthesis could confer 
additional benefits. 
 To elucidate growth conditions where Ybt contributes to fitness, we carried out a series 
of bacterial growth experiments in culture.  We examined conditions of progressive iron 
limitation and additional stresses associated with the leaf apoplast such as oxidative stress, acidic 
pH, and temperature stress.  Surprisingly, we found that the pchA mutant exhibited enhanced 
growth compared with wild type DC3000 as iron was progressively more limited and with these 
additional stresses.  This growth advantage conferred by the pchA mutation compared with wild 
type in stringent iron limited culture suggests that Ybt biosynthesis can be detrimental.  The 
effect has at least three non-exclusive explanations.  First, if Pvd production is sufficient for 
maximal iron acquisition under these conditions, then the pchA mutant would have enhanced 
growth due to the elimination of an unnecessary metabolic cost.  Second, if Pvd is the more 
effective iron scavenger under these conditions and Ybt production interferes with Pvd function, 
then the pchA mutant would have enhanced growth when iron is most limited and Pvd function 
most critical.  Third, if Ybt (and/or SA) has a role independent of iron acquisition that results in 
decreased fitness under these conditions, then the pchA mutant would have enhanced growth due 
to release from this effect.   

We did not find previous reports of enhanced growth of a high affinity siderophore 
biosynthetic mutant under iron-limiting conditions.  However, it is widely acknowledged that 
loss of virulence factor production is associated with enhanced fitness for bacteria grown in 
culture where these factors do not provide sufficient benefit.  In addition, fitness costs are 
associated with the production of biosynthetically complex secondary metabolites such as 
antibiotics when their synthesis provides no competitive advantage; therefore, their synthesis is 
typically finely regulated (e.g. [64]).  In terms of assessing the relative cost of Ybt vs. Pvd use by 
Pst DC3000, it should be noted that in P. aeruginosa, Pvd is thought to be efficiently recycled 
from the intercellular space to the extracellular medium after iron release, thereby dramatically 
reducing its associated synthesis cost [65].  This is contrasted with ferric enterobactin where the 
iron-bound siderophore must be imported into the cytoplasm prior to iron release [66].  In this 
case, the imported Fe-enterobactin is hydrolyzed or chemically modified permanently lowering 
its affinity for Fe(III).  Though it is unknown how Ybt is utilized, the Pst DC3000 Ybt cluster 
contains two putative inner membrane ABC subfamily B transporters that are highly similar to 
ybtP and ybtQ of Y. pestis (Figure 2.2).  In Y. pestis these ABC transporters have been shown to 
function in Ybt uptake, suggesting intracellular transport of Ybt [67].  Furthermore, the time 
course experiment shows Pvd (but not Ybt) accumulation in culture supernatant over time at late 
stationary phase (Figure 2.9).  This result could be explained by the recycling (and thus 
accumulation) of Pvd contrasted with Ybt turnover though other explanations are possible (as 
discussed below).  Nevertheless, if Pvd were efficiently recycled by DC3000 whereas Ybt was 
not, under conditions where Pvd alone is sufficient for iron acquisition, a Ybt- mutant could 
exhibit enhanced growth, as observed.  Similarly, under conditions where Pvd was the more 
effective siderophore, if Ybt competed with Pvd for iron or otherwise interfered with Pvd 
function, then a Ybt- mutant would have enhanced growth.  However, we cannot exclude Ybt 
(and/or) SA production negatively affecting fitness independent of iron acquisition under these 
conditions.   
 The possibility that Ybt (and/or) SA produced by Pst DC3000 plays a role other than 
functioning directly in iron acquisition is intriguing, particularly in the context of plant infection.  
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For example, SA has the ability to alter gene expression in both bacteria and plants.  In plants, it 
acts as a phytohormone responsible for the transcriptional induction of a myriad of defense-
related genes resulting in systemic acquired resistance [31].  In bacteria, SA can impact bacterial 
virulence through the induction of intrinsic multiple antibiotic resistance [68, 69], enhanced 
mutation rates, and/or reduced motility [70].  In addition, bacterial production of SA by root-
associated bacteria may facilitate induced systemic resistance responses in plants [71-73].  
Therefore, we were interested in determining whether SA produced by DC3000 in the leaf 
apoplast could induce defensive responses in the infected leaf.  In the ics1 SA biosynthetic 
mutant, DC3000 growth is enhanced ~10- to 30-fold at 3dpi compared with growth in wild type 
Arabidopsis plants [49].  If SA produced by DC3000 partially rescues the SA-deficient 
Arabidopsis phenotype, we might expect to see even greater bacterial growth of the pchA mutant 
compared with DC3000 on the ics1 mutant plants.  We observed no significant difference in 
bacterial growth for the pchA vs. wild type DC3000 strains on the ics1 mutant (Figure 2.10C).  
This result was consistent with our expectations based on the very low level of excreted SA 
produced by DC3000 in culture.  Interestingly, we detected about 10-fold less excreted SA in 
supernatants of Pst DC3000 than in P. aeruginosa PAO1 on a cell-normalized basis (data not 
shown), possibly suggesting a selective pressure on this plant pathogen to limit excreted SA.  
 
Regulation of siderophore production and utilization in Pst DC3000 

In addition to the potential for SA to act as a signaling molecule, high affinity 
siderophores themselves can act as signaling molecules.  For example, Pvd induces expression of 
its own biosynthetic genes as well as other virulence factors including exotoxin A and 
endoprotease in P. aeruginosa [74].  This Pvd signaling function is mediated by an additional N-
terminal domain of the TonB-dependent Pvd receptor (e.g. FpvA of P. aeruginosa PAO1) [8, 
75].  To examine whether Ybt might act as a signaling molecule using a mechanism similar to 
that for Pvd, we examined the expression of the Ybt biosynthetic gene ybtE in the Ybt- pchA 
mutant.  If Ybt production is required for full induction of expression of the Ybt biosynthetic 
cluster, we would expect to see little or significantly reduced expression of ybtE in the pchA 
mutant.  However, we found similar induced expression of ybtE in wild type and pchA mutant 
strains under iron limiting conditions (Figure 2.10B), suggesting that Ybt gene expression is not 
regulated by Ybt-dependent signaling.  Furthermore, the putative Pst DC3000 TonB-dependent 
Ybt receptor FyuA (PSPTO2605), located in the Ybt cluster, does not contain the N-terminal 
extension required for siderophore-dependent signaling (Figure 2.11); thus amplification of ybt 
gene expression is unlikely to occur via this mechanism.  In contrast, there is the potential for 
Pvd-dependent signaling via a TonB-dependent Pvd receptor in DC3000 as one (FpvA-1, 
PSPTO2151) of the two adjacent putative Pst DC3000 Pvd receptors does contain this additional 
N-terminal domain.   

AraC transcriptional regulators can also mediate siderophore-dependent amplification of 
siderophore biosynthesis [60].  In the case of pyochelin production in P. aeruginosa, the AraC 
transcriptional regulator (PchR) directly interacts with ferric pyochelin and thereby mediates 
ferric pyochelin amplification of pyochelin biosynthesis [60].  Perhaps the AraC transcriptional 
regulator (PSPTO2606) adjacent to the Ybt cluster in DC3000 mediates positive amplification of 
Ybt biosynthesis by ferric Ybt.  However, as stated above, we found wild type induction of ybtE 
expression in the absence of Ybt formation suggesting this is not the case.  
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In contrast to the atypical lack of siderophore-dependent amplification of expression of 
siderophore biosynthetic genes observed for Ybt, we observed canonical repression of both Ybt 
and Pvd biosynthetic gene expression in the presence of high iron (50 µM FeCl3).  This 
repression is likely mediated by the ferric uptake regulator FUR [76]. 

Though we typically observed similar patterns of Pvd and Ybt production under the 
conditions we assessed in culture, in stationary phase culture supernatants grown under low iron 
conditions, we observed enhanced Pvd compared with declining Ybt (Figure 2.9).  This could be 
explained by a cell-density dependent regulation of Pvd vs. Ybt biosynthesis as quorum-sensing 
P. aeurginosa mutants exhibit reduced Pvd production [9].  Alternatively, accumulation of a 
particular product in stationary phase cultures could differentially impact Pvd vs. Ybt 
metabolism, perhaps by inhibiting Ybt synthesis.  Another possibility is that recycling of Pvd 
(but not Ybt) to the extracellular medium could result in increasing Pvd levels in the culture 
supernatants over time (as discussed earlier).   

Clearly, there is much to learn about the function and regulation of siderophores and their 
precursors in plant host-bacterial interactions.  Here, we provide initial insights, tools, and 
directions to elucidate the function of SA and siderophore biosynthesis in the important and 
widely studied phytopathogen Pseudomonas syringae pv. tomato strain DC3000.  The numerous 
genetic and genomic resources available for both Pst DC3000 and the plant host Arabidopsis 
thaliana make this an extremely attractive pathosystem for elucidating the complex role of iron, 
SA, and siderophores in plant-pathogen interactions.  In addition, the chemical cross-talk that is 
arguably more readily resolved in plant pathosystems (as numerous plants may be easily 
generated and assayed), may provide fundamental insights applicable to other host-microbe 
interactions.  For example, Arabidopsis is capable of taking up the bacterial siderophore Fe3+-
Pvd and utililizing it to rescue iron deficiency [77].  As this implies recognition of the bacterial 
siderophore, it is also possible that plant recognition of specific bacterial siderophores could 
trigger plant immune responses.  The phytopathogen could then respond by modifying the 
siderophore to evade host recognition or use it as a “Trojan horse” to deliver a toxin as has been 
described for other systems [14].  It is not known whether Ybt-Fe3+ can also be recognized and 
utilized by plants.  However, it is clear that the ability of a given phytopathogen to produce 
multiple high affinity siderophores is of great utility as different siderophores have distinct 
affinities for iron (and other transition metals [78]), differential pH-dependent stability and 
affinity, different associated costs and modes of regulation, and may be under selective counter-
evolutionary pressures with given hosts.  We are excited by the prospect of resolving the impact 
of these features on the evolving functional roles of bacterial siderophores in a tractable plant 
pathosystem.   
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CHAPTER 3 

 
 
 
The phytopathogen Pseudomonas syringae pv tomato DC3000 has three high affinity iron 
uptake systems functional under iron limitation but dispensable for pathogenesis 
 
 
SUMMARY 
High affinity iron acquisition through the use of siderophores is a well-established virulence 
determinant in mammalian pathogenesis.  However, few examples have been reported for plant 
pathogens.  Here, we use a genetic approach to investigate the role of siderophores in 
Pseudomonas syringae pv tomato DC3000 (DC3000) virulence in tomato and Arabidopsis 
thaliana hosts.  DC3000, an agronomically important pathogen, has two known siderophores for 
high affinity iron uptake, yersiniabactin and pyoverdin, and we uncover a third siderophore, 
citrate, required for growth when iron is limiting.  Though growth of a DC3000 triple mutant 
unable to synthesize or import these siderophores is severely restricted in iron-limited culture, it 
is fully pathogenic.  One explanation for this phenotype, supported by data from others, is that 
the pathogenic environment of DC3000 (i.e. leaf apoplast) is not iron-limited but iron-replete 
with available iron >1µM.  As growth of the triple mutant in culture is rescued by 
supplementation with a variety of iron sources (>1µM), we propose that low affinity iron uptake 
would be sufficient for DC3000 iron nutrition in planta.  This contrasts with the high affinity 
iron uptake mechanisms used, and apparently required, in mammalian pathogenesis. 
 
INTRODUCTION  
 Pathogenic microorganisms must acquire all critical nutrients from the host environment 
in order to survive.  Iron nutrition in particular presents a fundamental challenge due to its 
extremely low solubility in aerobic environments at moderate pHs (~10-9 M) and further host 
limitation of available free iron, often to ~10-18 M [1, 2].  Most bacteria require much higher 
levels (i.e. 10-6 to 10-7 M of bioavailable iron) for optimal growth [3] and therefore must solve an 
iron supply problem for survival.  There is abundant evidence that competition for iron is a key 
virulence determinant in mammalian pathosystems.  Iron in human serum is predominantly 
complexed with transferrin protein [4]), and is therefore sequestered from invading pathogens.  
The human immune system can limit iron further through release of the iron-binding protein 
lactoferrin at the site of infection [5].  Several mammalian pathogens pirate host-synthesized heme 
for iron nutrition directly from host fluids [6].  Alternatively, pathogenic bacteria can scavenge iron 
from host iron chelates using very high affinity iron carriers termed siderophores that can effectively 
compete with host iron chelates for iron [7].  Siderophores are low-molecular-weight compounds 
that are synthesized, exported from the bacterial cell, and then imported once bound to iron [8].  
As this strategy carries metabolic costs associated with siderophore synthesis and transport, 
siderophores are typically repressed in iron-replete environments where less costly and lower-
affinity iron import is effective [9].  It has long been recognized that siderophores act as key 
virulence factors for many mammalian pathogens [7].  For example, the siderophore yersiniabactin 
(Ybt) exhibits a pFe of 1036 at pH 8.5 [10] and is required for full virulence of Yersinia pestis and 
Klebsiella pneumoniae infections of mice [11, 12].  The pyoverdin (Pvd) siderophore exhibits a pFe 
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of 1025 at pH 7 [13] and is required for full virulence of Pseudomonas aeruginosa in burned mice 
[11].  Further indication that iron is limiting in mammalian pathogenesis comes from patients 
with high iron levels, or hemochromatosis, who exhibit enhanced susceptibility to a great variety 
of pathogens, including bacteria of the genus Pseudomonas [14].   
 In contrast to mammalian pathosystems, the role of microbial iron nutrition in plant 
pathogenesis is less well understood.  Although microbial infection is known to alter plant iron 
homeostasis at several sites, it is not known whether these alterations significantly limit iron 
available to invading microorganisms.  Furthermore, though siderophore production is critical 
for virulence of specific phytopathogens on their hosts, these examples are limited.  For instance, 
fungal siderophores are virulence determinants of pathogenic ascomycetes (e.g. Cochliobolus 
heterostrophus on maize [15]) but not of basidiomycetes such as Ustilago maydis [16] and 
Microbotryum violaceum [17].  For phytopathogenic bacteria, the importance of siderophores in 
pathogenesis has been documented for Erwinia chrysanthemi and Erwinia amylovora which 
cause soft rot diseases [18].  Surprisingly, siderophores do not play an important role in Erwinia 
carotovora infection of potato [19].  In addition, single siderophore biosynthetic mutants of other 
bacterial phytopathogens including Agrobacterium tumefacians, the causative agent of crown 
gall, and Pseudomonas syringae have not exhibited virulence defects under the conditions tested 
[13, 20-22]).  One possible explanation for the lack of virulence phenotypes for these bacterial 
siderophore mutants is the compensatory action of other high-affinity siderophores.  However, an 
alternative hypothesis is that siderophore based high-affinity iron acquisition is not a dominant 
mechanism of iron nutrition in these systems.  Indeed, the intense competition for iron observed 
in mammalian pathosystems may be absent from many plant pathosystems, as treatment of plants 
with excess iron can inhibit pathogenesis and plant iron deficiency can increase disease severity 
[23].   

DC3000 is an important pathogen of tomato (Solanum lycopersicon) crops that also 
infects the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana.  In a susceptible plant, DC3000 enters the leaf tissue 
through wounds or natural openings such as the stomata and multiplies in the intercellular spaces 
(apoplast) to high levels [24].  Extensive genetic and genomic resources are available for DC3000 
and it has been the subject of highly productive research centered on the mechanisms of plant host 
susceptibility/resistance and pathogen virulence and avirulence determinants [24].  However, little is 
known regarding its means of iron acquisition in planta.  Herein, we build on our previous work [22], 
which showed Ybt was dispensable for in planta growth and virulence, to determine whether other 
siderophores, singly or in combination, may be virulence determinants.  We establish that three DC000 
siderophores are produced under iron-limiting conditions.  Furthermore, we demonstrate that a DC3000 
triple mutant unable to synthesize or import these siderophores retains full virulence and pathogenic 
growth.  This result is intriguing because the growth of this triple mutant is severely defective in iron-
limited culture.  Clearly, the remaining iron acquisition mechanisms in DC3000, though insufficient for 
high-affinity iron nutrition in vitro, allow for sufficient iron acquisition in planta.  Although direct high-
affinity piracy of a plant iron compound remains a possibility, our findings point to an alternative 
explanation for our negative results in planta.  Specifically, it is possible that the apoplast, rather than 
being iron-limited, is actually an iron-replete environment for DC3000 with lower-affinity iron uptake 
systems responsible for pathogenic iron nutrition.  The concept that plant apoplastic fluids are not 
iron-limited stands in contrast to the well-established paucity of iron in mammalian fluids, and 
offers a new view of this important niche for Pseudomonads and other microorganisms.  
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
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Bacterial strains and culture.  Liquid cultures of P. syringae pv tomato isolate DC3000 [25],  
DC3000 pchA mutant [22], and all other DC3000 strains (this study) were incubated in 100 µL 
of a defined low iron MOPS1 medium described previously [22].  Cultures were initiated with 
log phase cells at OD600 of 0.1 that were cultured overnight in Luria Bertani medium 
supplemented with 20µM FeCl3 (LB+Fe) and washed three times in MOPS1 medium and 
incubated in 100 µL MOPS1 at 30ºC with shaking at 225 rpm in Falcon Microtest 96-well plates 
for the times indicated.  MOPS agar plate experiments were conducted using MOPS1 medium 
with 15mg/L agar noble (DIFCO).  Colonies were started from 2 µL of log phase cells washed 
and suspended in MOPS1 medium to OD600 0.01.  Colonies were imaged after two days of 
incubation at 30ºC.  Initial OD600s were determined using a Nanodrop ND-1000 
Spectrophotometer.  Chrome azurol S [26] assays were carried out as described by Schwyn and 
Neilands [27].  As noted, cultures and plates were supplemented with 2,2’ dipyridil, citric acid, 
FeCl2, FeCl3, salicylic acid, pyoverdin (this study), ferric hydroxide, ferric citrate or ferric 
dicitrate.  FeCl2, FeCl3 and ferric citrate were prepared fresh.  Ferric hydroxide precipitates were 
obtained from a one-year-old FeCl3 solution.  For ferric dicitrate, a ferric citrate solution was 
supplemented with 20-fold excess of citric acid.  All chemicals were from Sigma unless 
otherwise noted.  Final OD600 measurements were collected using a Molecular Devices 
Versamax microplate reader.  It should be noted that OD readings from this microplate reader are 
not directly comparable to OD measurements from the Nanodrop spectrophotometer.  OD and 
CAS halo size data are reported as means and standard deviations of four replicates.  Colonies 
shown are representative images from three replicates.  Complete experiments were performed at 
least twice with similar results. 
 
Construction of Pst DC3000 mutants.  Removal of the pvdI gene (PSPTO_2147) in order to 
create the P- mutant was accomplished through marker exchange selection.  A 5315bp genomic 
fragment containing the pvdI gene was amplified using Turbo Pfu DNA polymerase (Stratagene) 
and the primers 5’-CACCCAGAGCGCCAGCCTCG-3’ and 5’-ACGGTTTGCGTTGGGC-3’.  
The product was ligated into the pENTR/D-TOPO vector (Invitrogen) and confirmed by 
sequencing.  A kanamycin (kan) resistance cassette was amplified from pCR-BluntII-TOPO 
vector using Turbo Pfu DNA polymerase (Stratagene) and the primers 5’-
ACGCGTTGGACAGCAAGCGAACCG-3’ and 5’-
ACGCGTTCAGAAGAACTCGTCAAGAAGGC-3’.  The product was ligated into the pCR-
BluntII-TOPO vector (Invitrogen) and confirmed by sequencing.  Next, the vector containing the 
pvdI genomic fragment was digested with MluI to remove a 2671bp fragment of the pvdI gene, 
and then ligated with the MluI digested kan cassette.  The product was recombined with the 
pLVC-D destination vector (pLVC18 (DNA Plant Technologies, Oakland, CA) with a gateway 
cassette cloned into the EcoRI site) in a gateway LR reaction (Invitrogen).  The resulting pLVC-
D vector containing DC3000 genomic DNA flanking the kan cassette was then mated into 
DC3000 from DH5α E. coli in a triparental mating.  Mated cells were grown on LB+Fe agar 
with 100µg/ml rifampicin [1], 25µg/ml kan and 5µg/ml tetracycline [28] and single colonies 
were isolated.  These colonies retain the pLVC-D vector in their genomic DNA, and thus the 
cultures were plated on plates containing rif and kan, but lacking tet.  Replica plating onto plates 
with rif, kan and tet revealed tet sensitive colonies that had recombined out the pLVC-D vector 
and lacked the pvdI gene.  The absence of the pvdI gene was confirmed by PCR using primers 
5’-TGTAGATTATCGTGCCTGCG-3’ and 5’-ACGGTTTGCGTTGGGC-3’. 

Removal of the fecA gene (PSPTO_1207) proceeded similarly to removal of the pvdI 
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gene.  A 4121bp genomic fragment containing fecA was amplified with the primers 5’-
CACCCATGCTCAAGCACGTAGC-3’ and 5’-ACGGCGCGGTCTGTCAGG-3’, and ligated 
into the pENTR/D-TOPO vector.  An EcoRI and ScaI digested 1798bp fragment of the fecA gene 
was replaced with a spec resistance cassette amplified from the pER8 vector [29] with the 
primers 5’-GAATTCCCAGCCAGCCAACAGC-3’ and 5’-AGTACTTTATTTGCCGACTACC-
3’.  Further steps are as for Pvd- mutant creation except with spec in place of kan.  The absence 
of the fecA gene was confirmed by PCR using primers 5’-CACCCATGCTCAAGCACGTAGC-
3’ and 5’-ACGGCGCGGTCTGTCAGG-3’.  Higher order mutants were created in the same 
manner as single mutants, with mutation of the pchA gene last.  Creation of the Ybt- mutant 
through mutation of the pchA gene is described previously [22].  The wt fecA gene was restored 
to F- mutants on the broad host range, gentamycin (gent) resistant pBBR1MCS-5 vector [30].  
The same 4121bp genomic fragment containing fecA described above was ligated into the pCR-
BluntII-TOPO vector and confirmed by sequencing.  A HindIII, XhoI digested fragment from 
this vector was ligated into HindIII, XhoI digested pBBR1MCS-5.  The resulting vector carries 
the full-length fecA gene and promoter, and was mobilized into DC3000 mutant strains through 
triparental mating and selection on the strain appropriate antibiotics plus gent.    

  
Siderophore quantification and purification.  Initial confirmation of loss of pyoverdin in the 
P- mutant was by HPLC analysis as described previously [22].  Briefly, one ml aliquots of 
MOPS liquid cultures were collected and 1mM FeCl3 added. The mixture was then centrifuged 
at 20,000 rcf for 2 minutes at 4°C and 50µl of supernatant was analyzed by HPLC.  The buffer 
used was 17 mM formic acid (pH 3.35) and an acetonitrile gradient: 0-2% (5 to 7 min), 2-70% (7 
to 20 min), 70-80% (20 to 22 min), and 80-0% (22 to 27 min).  Flow rate was 1 ml/min.  
Consistent with published work on the atypical pyoverdinpss [13], multiple distinct peaks were 
detectable as Pvd by absorbance spectrum in the wt, but not in the P- mutant.  For all 
experiments, a Prevail C18 5u 150mm, 4.6mm (Alltech) column maintained at 27°C was used on 
a Shimadzu SCL-10AVP series HPLC system equipped with a Shimadzu SPD-10AVP 
photodiode array detector.  HPLC traces are representative of at least three independent samples.   

For Pvd purification, a very low iron DC3000 culture grown at 30ºC for three days was 
centrifuged at 5000rpm for 20min.  The supernatant was combined with an equal volume of 0.5 
M EDTA pH8 in order to chelate free iron from the sample.  Three mL of this solution was run 
through a Supelco SPE C8 column, washed once with water, and eluted with 100% methanol.  
Fifty µL of the eluate was then analyzed by HPLC and the Pvd containing fraction was collected 
from 10-11.5min and evaporated to dryness under a vacuum.  This sample was then resuspended 
in 100µL water and a dilution was analyzed by HPLC to verify purity and quantify Pvd.  Pvd 
was quantified using absorbance at 400nm and a reported molar extinction co-efficient 
(ε=20,000; [13]). 

Citrate was quantified in culture supernatants using an enzymatic citrate assay kit 
(BioVision) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.  DC3000 culture supernatant samples 
were collected after centrifugation at 20,000g for 2 minutes, and then filtered through 10kd 
molecular weight cut off Microcon spin columns (Millipore) to remove potential protein 
contaminants.  Data are reported as means and standard deviations of four replicates.  Complete 
experiments were performed twice with similar results.   

 
Bacterial growth in planta.  DC3000 strains for in planta assays were prepared from log phase 
LB+Fe cultures washed three times and suspended in 10 mM MgSO4 solution.  Tomato variety 
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VF-36 plants were grown for 5 weeks in a greenhouse and were either vacuum infiltrated or 
dipped in a solution containing DC3000 wt or mutant strains (three plants per strain).  For 
infiltration, tomato plants were submerged in a 10 mM MgSO4 solution containing bacteria at a 
final OD600 of 0.0002.  A vacuum of 20-30torr for 60 sec was used to ensure all leaves were 
properly infiltrated.   For dipping, plants were submerged for 5 sec in a 10mM MgSO4 solution 
containing bacteria at a final OD600 of 1.0 and supplemented with 0.02% Silwet L-77 
(Crompton).  At the times indicated, two leaflets from the first leaf with five leaflets were 
collected from infected tomato plants as well as uninfected and mock infected control plants.  
Three leaf disks of 3mm radius were collected from each leaflet and ground together in 1mL of 
10 mM MgSO4 solution with a plastic pestle.  Appropriate dilutions were then plated using a 
spiral plater (Model D, Spiral Systems Instruments, Inc., Bethesda MD, U.S.A.) on LB+Fe agar 
plates with 100µg/ml rif and bacterial colonies were counted using a laser colony counter (Model 
500A, Spiral System Instruments, Inc., Bethesda MD, U.S.A.).  Arabidopsis thaliana var. Col-0 
plants were grown for five weeks in a 12 hour light/dark cycle with PAR~150 µEm-2s-1, and 
leaves were syringe infiltrated with a 10mM MgSO4 solution containing bacteria to a final 
OD600 of 0.0002.  Leaf disks from mature leaves were then collected in 1mL of 10 mM MgSO4 
and ground with a plastic pestle.  Plating and counting of colonies was performed as with tomato 
experiments.  Data are reported as means and standard deviations of six replicates.  Complete 
experiments were performed twice with similar results. 

RESULTS 
Both Pvd and Ybt siderophores are dispensable for DC3000 pathogenesis 

We previously established that DC3000 synthesizes two siderophore compounds, Ybt 
and Pvd, under conditions of iron limitation [31].  We assessed the role of Ybt through 
phenotypic analysis of a Ybt- mutant (Y-), and found that loss of Ybt did not negatively impact 
growth of DC3000 in a variety of assays [22].  One obvious explanation was functional 
redundancy with the Pvd siderophore.   

To assess the role of Pvd, we created a Pvd- mutant (P-) through marker exchange 
deletion of the predicted Pvd biosynthesis gene pvdI (PSPTO_2147).  When grown in a defined 
MOPS buffered medium that is iron-limited, hereafter referred to as low iron culture, the P- 
mutant does not synthesize Pvd (Figure 3.1).  However, the P- mutant does not display a growth 
defect compared to wild type (wt) DC3000 in low iron cultures indicating Pvd is not required 
under these conditions (Figure 3.2A).  Addition of 100µM of the iron-chelating agent 2,2’ 
dipyridyl to low iron cultures results in a more severely iron-limited growth medium, hereafter 
referred to as very low iron culture.  In very low iron culture conditions, a growth phenotype is 
revealed for the P- mutant (Figure 3.2A).  As the Y- mutant does not display a growth 
phenotype, this result indicates Pvd is the more effective siderophore for iron acquisition under 
these conditions.  A similar set of results is observed when the strains are grown on agar plates 
with the same media (Figure 3.2B).  Supplementation of very low iron culture with 10µM FeCl3 
results in an iron-replete growth medium for DC3000, hereafter referred to as high iron culture; 
wt, Y- and P-strains grow similarly on high iron plates (Figure 3.2B).   

We next created a double Y-P- mutant to assess whether Ybt and Pvd play partially 
overlapping roles in iron acquisition in vitro.  Indeed, in contrast to the single mutants, the Y-P- 
mutant displays a significant growth defect in low iron cultures and plates (Figure 3.2).  
However, in very low iron conditions, the Y-P- double mutant grows similarly to the P- single 
mutant, indicating Pvd plays a greater role under these conditions.  
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Figure 3.1  Supernatants from wt and P- very 
low iron cultures were analyzed by HPLC.  
The three characteristic Pvd absorbance 
peaks at 10.3, 10.75 and 11.4 min are absent 
in the P- mutant.   

 
 
 
 

 
We next used the Chrome Azurol S (CAS)[26] assay to assess the iron scavenging 

activities of the wt and mutant strains.   In the CAS assay, removal of iron from blue-pigmented 
medium results in a color change to yellow.  The high affinity iron scavenging activity of a 
bacterial colony grown on this medium creates a yellow halo proportional in size to the amount 
of bacterial siderophore activity.  As shown in Figure 3.2C, the P- and Y-P- mutants, but not Y-, 
are severely reduced in iron scavenging activity, further supporting Pvd as the more effective 
siderophore.  Interestingly, some iron scavenging activity remains in the Y-P- mutant (Figure 
3.2C), suggesting that DC3000 synthesizes a third, as yet unknown siderophore.   

We were previously unable to reveal a role for Ybt in DC3000 pathogenesis [24].  Here 
we examine whether loss of Pvd or both Ybt and Pvd impacts DC3000 growth and virulence in a 
susceptible tomato host.  We found DC3000 growth and virulence in tomato is not significantly 
altered for any of the mutant strains tested in leaf pathogenesis assays.  At one and three days 
post inoculation by vacuum infiltration, an intercellular growth assay, all strains multiplied 
similarly (Figure 3.3A), and produced similar disease symptoms (Figure 3.4).  Although 
DC3000 is an intercellular pathogen, it must colonize the apoplast from the leaf surface in the 
field.  It is possible that the epiphytic environment is more iron-limited than the apoplast, and 
that Ybt and Pvd have roles in DC3000 epiphytic fitness and leaf colonization.  To address this, 
we also examined growth after inoculation onto the leaf surface by dipping.  Using this assay, we 
found that the Y-P- mutant again grows similarly to wt DC3000 (Figure 3.3B).  Thus, though 
the Ybt and Pvd siderophores are important for growth in iron-limited cultures, they are 
dispensable for pathogenic growth.   This result, along with our finding that siderophore activity 
is retained by Y-P- DC3000 (Figure 3.3C), prompted us to hypothesize a third mechanism for 
DC3000 pathogenic iron nutrition, high-affinity uptake of iron bound to citrate.   
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Figure 3.2.  DC3000 siderophore mutants display growth phenotypes when iron is limited.  (A) 
Growth of six DC3000 strains in low iron and very low iron cultures reveals phenotypic effects of 
siderophore disruption.  (B) DC3000 colonies from eight strains after two days growth on high 
iron (HI), low iron (LI) and very low iron (VLI) agar plates.  (C) CAS agar halos (in mm) are 
smaller for DC3000 mutants lacking Pvd.   
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Figure 3.3.  DC3000 siderophore mutant strains grow well in planta.  (A) Growth of five strains 
after vacuum infiltration into tomato leaves at OD600 of 0.0002.  (B) Growth of three strains in 
tomato leaves after plants were dipped into bacterial solution of OD600 1.0.   

 
 
Figure 3.4  Visible disease symptoms in tomato leaves 5 days post infiltration (vacuum) with 
DC3000 and mutant strains at OD600 of 0.0002. 
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Citrate is a third DC3000 siderophore, but is also dispensable for pathogenesis 

Studies of iron compounds in plant apoplastic fluid have shown that most iron is chelated 
by citrate, either as iron(III)-citrate hydroxide or iron(III)-dicitrate complexes [32-34].  High 
affinity uptake of iron(III)-dicitrate through the FecA outer-membrane transporter is well 
established in Escherichia coli and several other bacteria [8].  As the DC3000 genome contains a 
fecA homolog (PSPTO_1207), DC3000 might pirate iron(III)-dicitrate from host fluids.  In addition, 
DC3000 may itself export the metabolite citrate as a siderophore.  Citrate when complexed as 
iron(III)-dicitrate has a pFe of 1018 [35] and creates a halo when applied to CAS agar plates (data not 
shown, [36]).  Furthermore, citrate itself has been shown to act as a siderophore of the plant symbiont 
Bradyrhizobium japonicum [36].  Whether iron-bound citrate is host or DC3000-derived, its high 
affinity import would require an outer membrane transporter such as FecA.  Therefore, we created a 
marker exchange deletion of the fecA gene to create a FecA- [37] mutant.  This single mutant did 
not display any significant growth defects in either low iron or very low iron cultures and plates 
(Figure 3.2).  However, a triple Y-P-F- mutant does display severe phenotypes in low iron and 
very low iron cultures and plates compared to the Y-P- double mutant that retains fecA (Figure 
3.2).  As citrate should not be present in our media, this in vitro result suggests DC3000 exports 
endogenously synthesized citrate for extracellular iron scavenging and high-affinity iron 
acquisition. To address this directly, we measured citrate levels in DC3000 culture supernatant 
grown under low, very low, and high iron conditions. Consistent with its role as a siderophore, 
citrate levels were dramatically elevated in the supernatant of DC3000 low iron and very low 
iron cultures and were undetectable in supernatants from high iron cultures or culture medium 
without DC3000 (Figure 3.5A).  Loss of the FecA importer did not significantly impact citrate 
accumulation in the culture supernatant (Figure 3.5A).  Thus, exported citrate is likely 
responsible for the remaining siderophore activity of the Y-P-F- mutant on CAS agar plates 
(Figure 3.2C). 

In order to confirm that DC3000 FecA is functional in iron-citrate uptake, we 
supplemented very low iron cultures with 1mM citrate, a condition that would result in most iron 
being complexed in the iron(III)-dicitrate form.  This treatment improves iron-limited growth of 
the Y-P- double mutant but not the Y-P-F- triple mutant at early time points when DC3000 
exported citrate is still limited (e.g. Figure 3.5B).  Taken together, our results indicate that citrate 
is secreted by DC3000 to form iron(III)-dicitrate chelates for subsequent acquisition by FecA.  
Therefore, high-affinity uptake of iron bound to citrate, whether synthesized by the host or the 
pathogen, could be a mechanism of DC3000 pathogenic iron nutrition. 

High-affinity iron acquisition of iron(III)-dicitrate through the FecA importer could mask 
the functions of Ybt and Pvd in pathogenic iron nutrition and explain the lack of pathogenesis 
phenotypes of the Y-, P-, and Y-P- mutants.  However, this does not seem to be the case as even 
the Y-P-F- triple mutant grows well in the tomato host after infiltration or dipping inoculations 
(Figure 3.3).  Further, disease phenotypes are similar for all strains tested (Figure 3.4).  The Y-
P-F- triple mutant also grows well in infiltration experiments in the A. thaliana host (data not 
shown).  These negative results in planta are surprising given the severe growth defects in low 
iron cultures for the triple mutant. 
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Figure 3.5.  DC3000 exports citrate and can 
use a FecA importer for citrate-mediated iron 
acquisition.  (A) Measurement of citrate in the 
supernatants of low iron (LI), very low iron 
(VLI), and high iron (HI) DC3000 cultures and 
in low iron medium alone.  (B) Addition of 
1mM citrate (Tian et al.) to very low iron (VLI) 
cultures stimulates growth of a Pst strain with 
an intact fecA gene (Y-P-), but not an 
isogenic strain lacking the fecA. 
 
 
Mutant complementation 

In order to confirm that the low iron 
growth defects of the Y-P-F- triple mutant are 
due to loss of Ybt, Pvd, and FecA and the 
resultant reduction in iron acquisition, we 
complemented the growth defect of the triple 
mutant in several different ways.  We 
previously showed that exogenous salicylic 
acid (SA) restores Ybt synthesis in the Y- 
mutant (the Y- mutation abrogates the 
synthesis of the SA intermediate in Ybt 
synthesis) [22].  Thus, SA should restore Ybt 
to the triple mutant and allow for improved 
growth in low iron culture.  Indeed, growth of 

the Y-P-F- triple mutant can be complemented to the level of the P-F- double mutant that retains 
Ybt through the addition of 10µM SA (Figure 3.6A), demonstrating Ybt function in very low 
iron growth.  Figure 3.6B shows that supplementation with exogenous Pvd rescues the growth 
defect of the Y-P-F- triple mutant compared to the Y-F- double mutant that retains Pvd (Figure 
3.6B), demonstrating Pvd function in very low iron growth.  Finally, a wt copy of the fecA gene 
under the control of the native promoter was delivered to the triple mutant on the pBBR1MCS-5 
broad host range vector.  This resulted in a triple Y-P-F- mutant complemented for fecA (Y-P-
F+).  Growth of this strain is fully complemented in low iron and very low iron cultures (Figure 
3.6C), confirming that FecA function is also important for iron-limited growth.  Iron supplied as 
10µM FeCl3 rescues the growth defects of all strains, demonstrating that the phenotypes are due 
to iron deficiencies (Figure 3.6).   
 
The DC3000 Y-P-F- mutant retains lower-affinity iron acquisition 

Our finding that three functional high-affinity iron uptake systems are dispensable for 
growth in planta prompted a reevaluation of the necessity for high-affinity iron uptake in the 
host.  We next considered the possibility that a low-affinity iron uptake system is the mechanism 
of pathogenic iron acquisition.  In low iron cultures, growth of the triple Y-P-F- mutant is greatly 
reduced compared to the Y-P- double mutant (Figure 3.2).  Through supplementation with 
defined amounts of additional iron, we can probe the relative effectiveness of the remaining iron 
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uptake systems in these two mutants and establish in vitro conditions for which the two strains 
grow similarly.  Supplementation with small amounts of iron (e.g. 0.5 µM) stimulates growth of 
the Y-P- mutant more than the Y-P-F- mutant (Figure 3.7).  This indicates that import of 
iron(III)-dicitrate through FecA contributes significantly to iron acquisition at these iron 
concentrations and that it is more effective than remaining lower-affinity uptake systems.  With 
1µM supplemented iron, the triple mutant grows almost as well as the double mutant.  At 5µM 
added FeCl3, both strains grow equally well (Figure 3.7) and at similar levels to wt (not shown).  
Taken together, these results indicate that lower-affinity uptake system(s) present in DC3000 are 
able to efficiently acquire iron for growth if available iron is present in low µM amounts.  
Indeed, there may be several such systems, as even the Y-P-F- mutant was competent to utilize 
various sources of iron including Fe(III)Cl3, Fe(II)Cl2, iron(III) hydroxide precipitates, iron(III)-
citrate hydroxide and iron(III)-dicitrate (Figure 3.7).  The apparent ability to utilize various iron 
sources when supplied in a low µM range (i.e. 1-5µM), including citrate complexes, could 
explain the efficient pathogenic growth of all strains provided that the iron concentration of the 
plant intercellular spaces is also in this range.  
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Figure 3.6.  Chemical and genetic complementation of mutants in high affinity iron acquisition.  
(A) Growth of isogenic DC3000 strains with (P-F-) and without (Y-P-F-) Ybt siderophore in low 
iron (LI) cultures supplemented with water (-), 10µM SA, or iron (HI, +10µM FeCl3).  (B) Growth 
of isogenic DC3000 strains with (Y-F-) and without (Y-P-F-) Pvd siderophore in low iron cultures 
supplemented with water (-), 1µM Pvd, or iron (HI, +10µM FeCl3).  (C) Growth of DC3000 
strains with fecA (Y-P-), without fecA (Y-P-F-), and with plasmid based expression of fecA (Y-P-
F+) in very low iron (VLI), low iron (LI), and high iron (HI) cultures.   
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Figure 3.7. Growth of DC3000 siderophore mutant strains in low iron cultures supplemented 
with increasing amounts of FeCl3 or with 5µM of four other iron chelates.  

DISCUSSION 
DC3000 high-affinity iron acquisition is not required for pathogenesis 

Analysis of the DC3000 genome [38] suggested that DC3000 had the capacity to 
synthesize and utilize the siderophores Ybt and Pvd.  To evaluate whether high affinity iron 
acquisition is an important virulence determinant, we first established that DC3000 synthesizes 
Ybt and Pvd under iron-limiting conditions [22].  We then assessed the role of these siderophores 
on in vitro and in planta growth of DC3000 using single Y-, P-, and double Y-P- mutants.  The 
double Y-P- mutant exhibited reduced but still significant growth under low and very low iron 
conditions in vitro (Figure 3.2) with no reduction in growth or virulence on tomato (Figure 3.3).  
In addition, Y-P- mutants still formed a halo on CAS agar plates (Figure 3.2C), suggesting the 
presence of an additional siderophore.  Our further analysis of the DC3000 genome did not 
identify genes associated with recently published siderophore biosynthetic pathways (e.g. the 
citrate-based siderophores staphyloferrin B [39] and achromobactin [40].  However, we did find 
a putative iron(III)-dicitrate importer (FecA) suggesting citrate itself might act as a high-affinity 
iron carrier in this system.  We then established that citrate export by DC3000 occurs under iron-
limiting but not high iron conditions (Figure 3.5) and that iron-bound citrate imported via FecA, 
in addition to Ybt and Pvd, contributes to the iron nutrition of DC3000 when iron is limited 
(Figure 3.2).  In vitro, only the Y-P-F- mutant exhibited a dramatic reduction in iron-limited 
growth (Figure 3.2).  However, this was not the case in planta as growth of the Y-P-F- triple 
mutant was similar to that of wt DC3000 (Figure 3.3).  As high-affinity iron uptake using Ybt, 
Pvd and citrate are dispensable for pathogenesis, they are not virulence determinants, at least 
under the conditions tested.  Perhaps then lower-affinity iron acquisition is the mechanism of 
DC3000 iron nutrition in the leaf environment.  We have found that lower-affinity iron 
acquisition is sufficient for maximum growth if environmental iron concentrations are in a low 
micromolar range.  Indeed, there may be several such low affinity systems, as even the Y-P-F- 
mutant was competent to utilize various sources of iron supplemented at 5µM (Figure 3.7).  It 
remains possible that the Y-P-F- mutant is able to pirate a plant iron compound (e.g. heme) other 
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than iron(III)-dicitrate through another high-affinity outer-membrane transporter.  However, 
measurements of apoplastic iron levels (discussed below) and our iron supplementation results in 
culture (Figure 3.7) indicate that such a mechanism would not likely be required for 
pathogenesis.   
 
The DC3000 pathogenic environment and the function of DC3000 siderophores 

For lower-affinity iron acquisition to be sufficient for iron nutrition in planta, thus 
accounting for the full pathogenic growth and virulence of the Y-P-F- mutant, plant apoplastic 
iron concentrations would have to be >1µM.  Indeed, several direct and indirect measurements 
agree that apoplastic iron is likely to be over 1µM [33, 34, 41-44].  For example, iron in tomato 
apoplastic fluids was measured to be 2.2-4.2µM after collection by direct centrifugation [43].  
Another line of evidence that iron is not limiting in the DC3000 pathogenic environment comes 
from recent expression analysis in DC3000 cultures [45].  In brief, Bronstein et al. demonstrate 
that high iron (50µM iron(III)-citrate) both represses high-affinity uptake system expression, and 
induces expression of pathogenesis genes in culture.  For example, the pvdI biosynthetic gene is 
repressed over 120-fold after 4hrs of a high iron treatment, while regulators of type-three 
secretion (hrpL) and coronatine (corR), two DC3000 virulence factors, are induced 3-fold and 7-
fold, respectively.  It is expected that abundant iron would repress high-affinity iron acquisition, 
but the induction of pathogenesis genes is surprising.  In a follow up study, Kim et al. found 
expression of virulence factors in hrp-inducing minimal medium to be limited by iron 
availability, and that higher iron continued to induce higher expression well above 10 µM [46].  
Taken together, these results suggest that high iron may be an important signal for pathogenesis, 
implying that the environment in which DC3000 causes disease is relatively iron rich.   

If it is true that iron is replete in the DC3000 pathogenic environment, past virulence 
phenotypes with siderophore mutants in specific plant pathosystems could perhaps be explained 
either by differences in their growth environment and mode of infection or by siderophore 
functions other than extracellular iron acquisition.  For example, abrogated intracellular and 
extracellular siderophore synthesis impacts pathogenicity of the hemibiotroph Magnaporthae 
grisea on rice, likely through alteration of localized reactive oxygen species [47].  Similarly, 
siderophore biosynthetic mutants of fungal filamentous ascomycetes exhibit reduced virulence 
and hypersensitivity to hydrogen peroxide (e.g. [15]).  In the case of bacterial phytopathogens, it 
was found that the necrotroph E. chrysanthemi 3937 infection utilizes two high-affinity 
siderophores, chrysobactin and achromobactin, with mutants in either high-affinity iron 
acquisition system attenuated in their virulence on African violet (Saintpaulia ionantha) [48].  
Intriguingly, recent data from Delagi et al. confirm that chrysobactin can promote disease, but 
also reveal an alternative explanation for this disease promoting effect independent of pathogenic 
iron nutrition [49].  They found chrysobaction and other iron-free siderophores produce iron 
homeostasis perturbations in the host plant A. thaliana resulting in significant changes in plant 
immune signaling.  Specifically, they found siderophore activity may suppress host jasmonate 
(JA) signaling and promote host salicylate (SA) signaling [49].  In A. thaliana, JA-induced 
defenses are typically effective against necrotrophic pathogens [50], and thus the disease 
promoting activity of chrysobactin for D. dadantii could be a result of interference with host JA-
associated defenses rather than iron acquisition.  The hemibiotroph DC3000 would not likely 
gain from such perturbations as SA-induced defenses protect against DC3000 [50].  Furthermore, 
DC3000 promotes JA signaling through production of coronatine, a virulence factor and active 
JA mimic (e.g. [51, 52]). 
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Although not required in planta under our growth conditions, DC3000 siderophores are 
likely important in the context of other DC3000 environments.  One of these contexts may be 
while in competition for resources with other microbes such as during colonization of the leaf 
surface or over wintering on plant litter.  For example, Dulla et al. have shown that siderophore 
production by epiphytic bacteria can significantly affect the fitness of other microbes on the leaf 
surface [53].  Alternatively, DC3000 may require use of its siderophores in aquatic 
environments, as recent analysis by Morris et al. (2008) indicates that the complete life cycle of 
P. syringae may include periods in the water cycle [54].  Finally, the contribution of DC3000 
siderophores to pathogenesis may be evident only under particular environmental conditions 
(e.g. severe oxidative stress). 
 
Lower-affinity iron acquisition by DC3000 in the apoplast  
 Although high-affinity iron uptake systems are remarkably effective at scavenging iron 
from low iron environments, they are metabolically expensive.  These costs likely explain why 
high-affinity uptake systems are typically repressed when high amounts of iron are present [45].  
At these higher concentrations of iron, greater than about 1µM, less well understood lower-
affinity iron uptake systems are responsible for importing nutritional iron, potentially at a lower 
energetic cost.  One likely mode of low affinity iron uptake would involve transport of iron or 
low-molecular-weight iron-chelates into the periplasm through an outer-membrane porin (Figure 
3.8).  This step would rely on diffusion, and thus would require higher extracellular iron 
concentrations to function efficiently.  Once in the periplasm, specific inner-membrane 
transporters could import iron(II), iron(III), an iron-chelate, or a free ion after dissociation from 
an iron-chelate.  This would be consistent with our finding that, the DC3000 Y-P-F- high-affinity 
iron acquisition mutant could effectively utilize low affinity acquisition systems at 5 uM, but not 
0.5 uM, supplemented iron (Figure 3.7).  Similarly, wt cells of the gut pathogen Helicobacter 
pylori imported iron supplied at 0.5µM at approximately 10 times the rate of a mutant lacking a 
high-affinity iron acquisition system [55].  However, when iron was supplied at 5µM, both 
strains imported iron much more rapidly with wt import only twice the rate of the mutant.  Iron 
uptake with 15µM added iron was higher still with no significant difference between wt and 
mutant [55].  

What would be the likely source of iron for lower affinity iron acquisition by DC3000 in 
the apoplast?  As stated above, iron in plant apoplasts is mostly in the form of iron(III)-citrate 
complexes [32-34].  Many such complexes are possible, but iron(III)-citrate hydroxide and 
iron(III)-dicitrate are likely to be dominant, with iron(III)-citrate hydroxide favored when the 
iron concentration is high relative to citrate (i.e. 1:1 stoichiometry), and iron(III)-dicitrate 
favored when the iron concentration is relatively low (1:20) [35].  In culture, we showed that the 
high-affinity FecA iron(III)-dicitrate outer-membrane importer is important when iron is low 
(Figure 3.2).  However, we also found that a triple high-affinity iron uptake system mutant (Y-P-
F-) can still acquire iron from iron-citrate complexes when iron is high (i.e. 5µM) (Figure 3.7).  
At higher concentrations of iron, both iron(III)-citrate hydroxide and iron(III)-dicitrate could 
diffuse through outer-membrane porins at a sufficient rate to allow for growth as long as inner-
membrane transporters are operational [56].  DC3000 has a putative inner-membrane ABC 
transporter for iron(III)-dicitrate, fecBCD (PSPTO_0760-0763), that is not in the same locus as 
the deleted fecA gene and is likely functional in the triple mutant.  The genome also contains a 
predicted CitMHS inner-membrane transporter (PSPTO_0062).  CitMHS family members in 
Streptococcus mutans and Streptomyces coelicolor preferentially import iron-citrate (likely as the 
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iron(III)-citrate hydroxide) over other metal-citrate complexes [57].  Thus, the CitMHS 
transporter of DC3000 may contribute to iron nutrition in the apoplast by importing iron(III)-
citrate hydroxide across the inner membrane.  Analysis of microarray data from Bronstein et al. 
[45] supports this hypothesis as the addition of 50µM iron-citrate induces PSPTO_4560, an oprD 
outer-membrane porin gene, and PSPTO_0062, the citMHS  gene.  Additional support for the 
hypothesis that CitMHS is important in planta comes from a study of Xanthomonas campestris 
pv vesicatoria genes induced in tomato leaves [58].  Tamir-Ariel et al. found that a CitMHS 
family gene with 66% identity to PSPTO_0062 [59] is expressed in planta, and also discovered 
that this gene is required for full pathogenic growth and virulence in the tomato host [58].  Thus, 
either or both of two DC3000 inner-membrane iron-citrate importers, combined with an outer-
membrane porin, could be the mechanism of iron acquisition in planta.  

In addition to iron-citrate complexes, it remains possible that transport of free iron ions or 
another iron-chelate is relevant to DC3000 pathogenesis (Figure 3.8).  Indeed, the DC3000 triple 
high-affinity iron uptake system mutant can also make use of iron supplied as 5 uM Fe(III)Cl3, 
Fe(II)Cl2, or Fe(III)-OH3 (Figure 3.7).  We have identified six predicted free iron ion inner 
membrane transporters in the DC3000 genome.  One example, PSPTO_0314, part of a predicted 
Fe(III) ABC transporter comprised of PSPTO_0314, 0315 and 4165, is repressed by 50µM iron-
citrate [45].  Furthermore, homologs of this ABC transporter have established roles in 
pathogenesis (e.g. Yfe in Y. pestis [12]).  The five other DC3000 genes (PSPTO_0141, 
PSPTO_3596, PSPTO_2053, PSPTO_2464 and PSPTO_2499) show homology to known 
eukaryotic iron ion importers [60, 61].  Removal of higher affinity transport systems (including 
FecA) was required in order to observe iron acquisition phenotypes for these transporters [60, 
61]. 

 
Figure 3.8. Model of DC3000 iron acquisition systems.  As the concentration of iron increases, 
the relative iron affinity required for its acquisition decreases.  Our data indicates the most 
effective DC3000 iron uptake system relies on acquisition of FePvd, followed by FeYbt and 
FeDicitrate.  These systems have high-affinity transporters for iron chelate import across both 
outer and inner membranes.  Lower affinity iron uptake mechanism(s) operate at higher iron 
concentrations.  These systems can acquire free iron ions or various iron chelates, perhaps 
through diffusion through outer membrane porins and import across the inner membrane by 
transporters of varying affinity. 
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Conclusions 
We have determined that DC30000 has three high affinity iron uptake systems that dramatically 
limit growth under iron limiting conditions in culture but are not critical for pathogenesis under 
our conditions.  The triple high affinity iron uptake mutant can utilize exogenously supplied iron 
at >1 uM in many forms to rescue growth.  As discussed above, mounting evidence suggests that 
leaf apoplastic iron levels are >1 uM.  Furthermore, a recent study showed DC3000 genes 
involved in type III secretion and virulence to be induced in response to high iron rather than 
iron limiting iron conditions.  Taken together, these findings support an alternate paradigm to 
that of mammalian pathogens, with leaf apoplastic pathogens such as DC3000 recognizing and 
responding to iron-replete not iron-poor host environments to induce genes required for growth 
and virulence.  In this case, as our data suggests, low affinity iron acquisition is the likely mode 
of DC3000 iron nutrition in planta.  We have identified several transporters that might function 
in low affinity iron acquisition.  As in other systems, it is only through removal of higher-affinity 
iron uptake systems that remaining lower-affinity iron uptake system can be studied genetically.  
Future work will make use of our high affinity iron uptake triple mutant to uncover components 
of low affinity iron acquisition important to DC3000 pathogenesis.  Identified modes of low 
affinity iron uptake are also likely to be relevant to other phytopathogens colonizing the apoplast 
and vasculature.  For example, the hemibiotroph Ralstonia solanacearum is a soilborne pathogen 
that causes lethal wilt plant diseases by entry through the plant root, invasion of the xylem 
vessels, and systemic colonization via the vasculature.  Similar to DC3000, siderophore 
production by R. solanacearum was found to be non-essential to pathogenesis on tomato [62] 
despite its requirement for growth in iron limited culture.  Furthermore, tomato xylem sap has 
been reported to contain >5 uM iron [63].  Future investigations will determine whether low 
affinity iron acquisition is a prominent mode of microbial iron nutrition in planta and specific 
conditions or life cycle phases in which phytopathogens such as DC3000 might require high 
affinity iron uptake systems (e.g. siderophores).   
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CHAPTER 4 

 
 
 
Salicylic acid inhibits reactive oxygen species and cell expansion in the growing zone of 
Arabidopsis roots through an NPR1 independent mechanism 
 
SUMMARY 
Salicylic acid (SA, 2-hydroxybenzoic acid) is a plant hormone that is known to have major 
impacts on physiology during biotic and abiotic stress responses, but SA biology in the root is 
largely unexplored. We found root growth is inhibited at 10-100µM SA, concentrations that are 
of physiological relevance in endogenous stress signaling and responses to rhizosphere SA.  This 
SA root growth inhibition results primarily from a reduction in cell elongation and is specific to 
SA.  Prominent theories of root cell elongation point to reactive oxygen species (ROS) 
accumulation and auxin signaling as key components of the process.  Through the use of ROS 
specific dyes and an auxin reporter, we show that root inhibitory SA eliminates certain ROS 
maxima, but not auxin signaling in growing root tips.  We propose that the effects of SA on root 
ROS accumulation could explain SA inhibition of cell elongation.  We also show through 
analysis of SA signaling mutants that this inhibition does not require the well-established NPR1 
immune response pathway.  Rather, the NPR1 pathway seems to be involved in stimulating root 
growth.  Results from SA marker studies and SA signaling mutants indicate that SA may have a 
role in normal root development.  Whether in normal development or more limited to certain 
environmental conditions or stress responses, we have shown that SA accumulation in roots has 
significant effects on ROS metabolism and the developmental program.   
 
INTRODUCTION 

Salicylic acid (SA, 2-hydroxybenzoic acid) is a small molecule with numerous known 
bioactivities in organisms ranging from bacteria to humans to plants.  In plants the compound is 
considered a phytohormone because it acts at low concentrations to signal a major 
reprogramming of cellular activities and does so both locally and at sites distal from the site of 
synthesis [1].  The best-characterized outcome of SA signaling is an activation of a plant innate 
immune response effective against numerous biotrophic pathogens [1].  This activation is largely 
dependent on an SA-dependent triggering of the NPR1 master defense regulator, which then 
results in broad transcriptional changes that include induction of a series of immune regulatory 
WRKY transcription factors and numerous pathogenesis related (PR) genes [1].  The triggering 
of NPR1 consists of thioredoxin mediated reduction of disulfide bridges in oligomerized NPR1 
protein complexes, resulting in NPR1 monomerization, travel to the nucleus, and interaction with 
transcription factors controlling SA responsive gene expression [2].  Indeed, the majority of SA 
dependent gene expression changes are NPR1-dependent [3, 4], and mutations in NPR1 
compromise SA immunity [5].  A second role for SA in plant immune responses is modulation 
of the oxidative burst that is associated with disease resistance [6].  SA is generally thought to be 
a potentiator of the oxidative burst and to act in a positive amplification loop with oxidative 
signals such as hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) [6].  In addition to key roles in plant immunity, SA 
affects abiotic stress sensitivity and tolerance [7], developmental processes such as senescence 
[8] and flowering [9], and physiological processes such as the optimization of photosynthesis 
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[10].  Despite the many effects of SA, many of the molecular mechanisms underlying these 
effects, and indeed the direct functional targets of the SA molecule, remain unclear [1].  Here we 
investigate one such effect that has received very little attention, SA inhibition of root 
elongation.     
 Root growth consists of cell division at the meristem and cell elongation basal to the 
meristem in the elongation zone.  Most of root expansion results from longitudinal cell 
elongation, a process regulated by auxin [11] and mediated in part by expansins [12] and reactive 
oxygen species (ROS) [13, 14].  Little is known about the impact of SA on expansin activity, but 
SA has been shown to antagonize auxin signaling [15].  The relationship between SA and ROS 
metabolism is more complex, exhibiting both positive interactions as mentioned above, but also 
antagonism [16].  Either or both SA impact on auxin signaling or ROS metabolism could 
contribute to the SA root inhibition phenotype.   

ROS activity in cell elongation is proposed to occur in the apoplast, where selective wall 
loosening by the ⋅OH in particular allows for expansion growth [13, 14].  The production of ⋅OH 
in the apoplast requires low anti-oxidant buffering, precursor generation, and precursor 
conversion to ⋅OH.  The apoplast is only weakly redox buffered by ascorbic acid (AA), and this 
allows for oxidative bursts associated with both immunity and cell elongation [17].  Extracellular 
ascorbic acid oxidase (AAO) enzyme activity promotes ROS accumulation through oxidation of 
the apoplastic AA pool [17].  Generation of the ⋅OH precursor ⋅O2

- from O2 by Respiratory Burst 
Oxidase Homologs (RBOHs) occurs at the cell surface [18].  Conversion of ⋅O2

-  to H2O2 can be 
catalyzed by Superoxide Dismutases (SODs) [18].  Finally, wall-bound peroxidases (PRXs) can 
catalyze a Haber-Weiss like reaction of hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) with superoxide (⋅O2

-) to yield 
oxygen, hydroxide anion and ⋅OH [19, 20].  Genetic modification of AAO, RBOH and PRX 
activity have all been shown to alter root growth [21-23].  Therefore, SA could interfere with any 
of these processes to effect root growth inhibition.  

Here we show that physiologically relevant concentrations of SA inhibit root growth in 
Arabidopsis primarily through a reduction in cell elongation.  We also demonstrate that this SA 
treatment reduces root accumulation of the hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) and hydroxyl radical 
(⋅OH) reactive oxygen species (ROS).  This result adds new information to our understanding of 
the complex interaction between SA and ROS, and could explain the root growth defects caused 
by SA.  Interestingly, the canonical NPR1 mediated SA immune response (SA immune 
signaling) is not required for the inhibition of root growth.  In fact, the npr1-1 mutant is more 
sensitive to SA root inhibition.  A further screening of known immunity mutants revealed a role 
for SA responsive transcription factor WRKY38 and paralog WRKY62 in modulating SA root 
inhibition.  The wrky38wrky62 double mutant is more resistant to SA root inhibition and 
WRKY38 overexpression lines are more sensitive.  Intriguingly, WRKY38 is expressed in root 
tips without exogenous SA application, suggesting a possible role for endogenous SA in 
regulating root development.  Further support for this hypothesis can be found in root growth 
phenotypes of several SA signaling mutants when grown without SA.  Alternatively, SA 
accumulation in roots may occur only in the context of certain biotic or abiotic stresses in which 
a reduction in root ROS accumulation and/or root growth would improve fitness. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Abbreviations: 2-[6-(4’-hydroxy)phenoxy-3Hxanthen-3-on-9-yl]benzoic acid (HPF), 2’,7’-
dichlorodihydrofluoresceindiacetate (DC-FDA), Nitrobluetetrazolium (NBT) 
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Plant materials.  The following wt and homozygous mutant lines were obtained from ABRC: 
Col-0, tir1-1 (CS3798), wrky18 (SALK_093916C), wrky53 (SALK_055029C), wrky54 
(SALK_017254C), wrky58 (SALK_150041C), and wrky70 (SALK_025198C).  The wrky38-1 
(WiscDsLox489-492C21), wrky62-1 (GABI016H10), wrky38-1wrky62-1, No-0, wrky38-2 
(RATM11-6950-1_H), wrky62-2 (RATM11-6212-1_G), and wrky38-2wrky62-2 mutants were 
obtained from Z. Chen (Purdue University).  For this work, wrky38-1wrky62-1 (background 
Col0) is referred to simply as wrky38wrky62 and wrky38-2wrky62-2 (background No-0) is 
referred to as simply wrky38wrky62.  DR5:GFP and cycB1;1:GFP were obtained from L. 
Feldman (UC Berkeley).  npr1-1 and NahG lines were obtained from X. Dong (Duke 
University).  Seeds of species other than Arabidopsis were obtained from commercial seed 
vendors: Eruca sativa (Es), Lactuca sativa (Ls), Ocimum basilicum (Ob), Solanum lycopersicon 
(Sl), and Tropaeolum majus (Tm) from Renee’s Garden (Felton, CA), Abelmoschus esculentus 
(Ae)  from Lake Valley Seed (Boulder, CO), Alceae rosea (Ar), Brassica oleracea (Bo), 
Brassica rapa (Br), and Matthiola incana (Mi)  from Botanical Interest  (Broomfield, CO).  Line 
D41 was obtained from S. Somerville (UC Berkeley).  35S:NIMIN1 and 35S:nimin1 lines were 
obtained from B. Staskawicz (UC Berkeley).  
 
AGI codes for Arabidopsis thaliana loci:  AAO At5g21105, ICS1 At1g74710, LLP At5g03350, 
NPR1 At1g64280, NIMIN1 At1g02450, RBOHD At5g47910, TIR1 At3g62980, UBQ5 
At3g62250, WRKY18 At4g31800, WRKY38 At5g22570, WRKY53 At4g23810, WRKY54 
At2g40750, WRKY58 At3g01080, WRKY62 At5g01900, WRKY70 At3g56400.   
 
Transgenic lines.  To create the 35S:WRKY38 overexpression lines, the GUS gene from vector 
pCAMBIA3301 (CAMBIA, Canberra, Australia) was replaced with WRKY38 cDNA (SSP pUni 
clone U51115).  The resulting plasmid was transformed into Agrobacterium tumefaciens strain 
GV3101 [24], and Agrobacterium mediated transformation of Col0 Arabidopsis was carried out 
as described here [25].  To create the WRKY38promoter:LUC (WY38p:LUC) lines, the 
35S:GUS fragment of pCAMBIA3301 was replaced with the 1.3 kb promoter region upstream of 
the WRKY38 start codon ligated to the luciferase gene from vector pSP-luc+NF (Promega), and 
the construct was transformed into GV3101 Agrobacterium and Col0 Arabidopsis as above.  The 
1.3kb promoter region of WRKY38 was amplified using the primer pair 
ACATTGCTGCTTCGTTCTGAC and ACCGCCTTTTCGTGTGG and the cloned product was 
confirmed by sequencing. The 35S:LUC control lines were created by replacing the GUS gene in 
pCAMBIA3301 with the luciferase gene from vector pSP-luc+NF (Promega), and transforming 
the construct into GV3101 Agrobacterium and Col0 Arabidopsis as above.  The promoterless 
LUC (Xp:LUC) lines were created by replacing the 35S:GUS fragment in pCAMBIA3301 with 
the luciferase gene from vector pSP-luc+NF (Promega), and transforming the construct into 
GV3101 Agrobacterium and Col0 Arabidopsis as above.  T1 lines were selected using 
glufosinate (Farnam) selection as described here [26].  All experiments were carried out with 
homozygous lines of the T4 generation.   
 
Root growth assay.  For experiments comparing genotypes of Arabidopsis thaliana, seeds were 
surface sterilized and placed in one horizontal line on 10 cm2 square petri dishes (~24 
seeds/plate) containing 40mL of plant growth medium.  For experiments comparing plant 
species, an agar strip of approximately ¼ the height of the plate was removed using a sterile 
blade, and surface sterilized seeds were placed on top of the cut so that the roots grew into the 
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agar rather than on the surface.  After sterilization, all seeds were incubated at 4ºC for two days 
prior to plating.  The medium consisted of 1X Murashige and Skoog basal salts (4.3g/L), 1% 
sucrose, 2.5mM MES, 1X B-vitamins (0.5 µg/ml nicotinic acid, 1.0 µg/ml thiamine HCl, 0.5 
µg/ml pyroxidine Cl, 0.1 µg/ml myoinositol), 0.8% agar, pH 5.7, and was supplemented as 
indicated with filter-sterilized chemicals after autoclaving.  Benzothiadiazole (BTH) was a gift 
from the B. Staskawicz (UC Berkeley).  All other chemicals were obtained from Sigma unless 
otherwise noted.  Plates were sealed with parafilm and arranged vertically in a controlled 
environment growth chamber at 22ºC, 80% relative humidity, and 12-h photoperiod with 
photosynthetically active radiation of 150µE m-2 s-1.  Seedlings were grown for the times 
indicated, photographed and the images were analyzed for root length and gravitropic response 
angle measurements using the ImageJ program (available at http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij; developed 
by Wayne Rasband, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD).  To account for plate to plate 
variation, all genotypes were grown on one half of a plate with the corresponding control on the 
other half.  For experiments comparing genotypes, seeds of all strains were harvested on the 
same day from plants of the same age grown side by side.  Data are reported as means and 
standard deviations of 8-12 seedlings.  Complete experiments were performed at least three times 
with similar results.  P-values were calculated using Student’s T-test, two-tailed.   
 
Staining and Microscopy.  Seedlings were grown for five days on vertical plant growth medium 
plates and then dyed with NBT and HPF as described in [27] and with 15µg/ml DC-FDA for 5 
minutes.  All dyes were dissolved in 20mM phosphate buffer (pH6.1) and dyed seedlings were 
gently rinsed with the same buffer without dye before being placed on a slide and covered with a 
coverslip, taking care not to damage or allow seedlings to dry out.  Confocal images were 
acquired using a 25X objective on a Zeiss LSM 510 meta confocal microscope.  An Argon ion 
laser (488nM) was used for excitation, and emission was filtered through a BP 505-550 barrier 
filter.  All other images were acquired using 10X or 20X objectives on a Zeiss AxioImager M1 
microscope equipped with a QImaging 8bit color camera.  A xenon bulb light source was used 
with filter cubes for GFP (excitation BP470-490nm and emission BP 505-550nm) or FITC 
(excitation BP470-490nm and emission LP 505nm).  Each treatment or transgenic line was 
examined in at least eight roots on at least four separate occasions.  Representative images are 
shown.   
 
Gene Expression Analysis.  For Quantitative real-time PCR analysis, approximately 40 
seedlings were grown for 7 days in 3.5 cm round petri dishes in 0.3 mL liquid plant growth 
medium (agar omitted).  Samples were treated as indicated, frozen in liquid nitrogen and RNA 
was extracted using Trizol reagent (Invitrogen) according to manufacturer’s instructions.  RNA 
samples were treated with DNAseI (Qiagen) and cDNA was prepared using SuperscriptIII 
reverse-transcriptase (Invitrogen) according to manufacturer’s instructions.  Quantitative real-
time PCR was performed using SYBR Premier Ex Taq (TaKaRa) in an ABI 7300 instrument 
according to the manufacturer’s instructions.  Melting curves confirmed the presence of one 
product in each reaction, and sequencing was performed to confirm the correct identity of the 
PCR products.  Raw fluorescence data were analyzed using DART-PCR 1.0 [28] and expression 
values are reported relative to UBQ5.  The following primers were used: WRKY38 
CGTGAGATAACCAGTAATGACCAG and TCATAACGATCCCACGAGTCTG, UBQ5 
GTGGTGCTAAGAAGAGGAAGA and TCAAGCTTCAACTCCTTCTTT.  Three technical 
replicates were performed for each sample analyzed, and each measurement is reported as the 
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means and standard deviations of three samples.  Complete experiments were performed at least 
twice with similar results.   
 Public microarray datasets were analyzed using the eFP browser [29].  
 
Luciferase Assay.  Seedlings were grown for 5 days on vertical plant growth medium plates and 
then treated with 500µM D-luciferin (Biosynth) in water for 1 hour.  The plates were drained and 
returned to a controlled environment growth chamber for one additional day.  The seedlings were 
then treated again with 500µM D-luciferin for 15 minutes in the dark.  The plates were then 
drained before imaging.  These images are labeled as –SA.  The same seedlings were then treated 
with 75µM SA for 1.25 hours before being treated with 500µM luciferin for 15 minutes and 
imaged again.  These images are labeled as +SA. Luminescence images were acquired using an 
IVIS Xenogen CCD camera and processed using the Living Image 3.1 software.  Experiments 
were repeated twice times with similar results.   
 
RESULTS 
Characterization of SA root inhibition   

We first undertook a general characterization of root inhibition by SA in order to guide 
our investigations into the mechanism(s) of said inhibition.  The primary assay used in this study 
to investigate Arabidopsis root growth consists of seeds sown on a nutrient rich agar medium in 
square petri plates that are placed vertically in controlled environment growth chambers.  
Normally, germination takes place within two days after sowing, and the primary root extends 
down on the surface of the agar medium at a rate exceeding 0.5cm per day.  However, 
supplementation of the agar medium with SA results in a root inhibition effect.  As shown in 
Figure 4.1A, the effect is apparent at an SA concentration of 10µM, and nearly complete root 
inhibition is observed at 100µM SA (Figure 4.1A).  As discussed below, this range of 
concentrations corresponds to concentrations of SA in immune activated tissue [30], and thus is 
likely to be physiologically relevant.  Indeed, higher concentrations of SA (e.g. 500µM) are 
typically applied to induce immunity [31].  For all further experiments, a concentration of 75µM 
is used to assay SA root inhibition.  The root inhibitory effects of this concentration of SA are 
apparent three days post sowing, and primary root length is approximately 70% inhibited at 
seven days post sowing (Figure 4.1B).  At ten days post sowing, primary root growth on SA 
plates slows further, and lateral root growth becomes dominant (Figure 4.1B).  This results in 
altered root architecture from that of roots grown without SA, which continues to be dominated 
by primary root elongation at this time point (Figure 4.1B).  In order to focus on primary root 
effects, further experiments were carried out at or before seven days post sowing.  We assayed 
several other species for SA root inhibition in order to determine how widespread this response 
to SA is among plants.  As shown in Figure 4.1C, the effect is conserved within several genera of 
the Brassicaceae family (Order Brassicales), but absent from members of a sister order 
(Malvales).  Although not consistently evident, even within a family, root inhibition by SA is 
observed in other important crops (Figure 4.1C).  In order to address the specificity of the effect, 
we also exposed seedlings to 75µM of structural and functional analogs of SA.  Although the 
structural analog benzoic acid does inhibit root growth, it is less effective than SA (Figure 
4.1D).  Furthermore, two other structural analogs, 4-hydroxybenzoic acid (4-HBA) and 4-
aminobenzoic acid (4-ABA), do not significantly inhibit roots (Figure 4.1D).  These results 
suggest that the effect does not result from a general activity of benzoates and has some 
structural specificity for SA.  Two functional analogs of SA, benzothiadiazole (BTH) and 
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isonicotinic acid (INA), display less or 
no root inhibitory activity, 
respectively (Figure 4.1D).  As BTH 
and INA are known to be potent 
activators of SA dependent gene 
expression and immunity, this result 
suggests that SA root inhibition is not 
a direct result of core SA immune 
signaling.  Indeed, results with plants 
expressing NahG, an enzyme that 
converts SA to catechol, also suggest 
the SA effect on roots may be distinct 
from SA immune signaling.  Cytosolic 
expression of the nahG gene from 
Pseudomonas putida blocks SA 
immune signaling [32], but does not 
block SA root inhibition (Figure 
4.1E).  This result is surprising, as 
NahG expression effectively precludes 
SA accumulation in the cytosol, and 
perhaps indicates that SA acts to 
inhibit roots at a site other than the 
cytosol.   

 
Figure 4.1. Characterization of SA 
root inhibition. (A) Root growth after 7 
days on vertical agar plates with 
varying SA concentrations.  (B) Time-
course of seedling development 3 to 
10-days post sowing on vertical agar 
plates with and without 75µM SA.  (C) 
Root growth of 10 plant species after 
7 days through vertical agar plates 
with and without 75µM SA.  The lines 
below the graph signify evolutionary 
relationships between Arabidopsis 
and the other species tested (G = 
sister genera within the Brassicaceae 
family and Brassicales order, O = 
sister orders the Brassicales  and 
Malvales, E = eudicots).  S.l. and N.b. 
are both members of the Solanaceae 
family.  Species abbreviations are in 
Materials and Methods section. (D) 
Root growth after 7 days on vertical 
agar plates with SA or analogs.  (E).  
Root growth after 7 days for wt Col0 
and a NahG expressing line. * 
indicates p-value <0.01. 
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The two main components of root 
growth are the division of cells at the 
meristem and the expansion of cells in the 
elongation zone, with root cell elongation 
along the longitudinal axis of the plant 
contributing the bulk of new tissue.  As 
shown in Figure 4.2, the cells in the root 
meristem actively divide in SA inhibited 
roots, but cell elongation is greatly reduced.  
Cell division is assayed using a cycB1;1:GFP 
reporter line that expresses GFP only in 
mitotic cells [33].  After five days growth, 
GFP activity can be observed in roots grown 
with or without SA (Figure 4.2A).  At this 
stage, fully elongated SA treated root cells 
are much shorter than those of normal roots 
(Figure 4.2B and C).  At later timepoints 
(i.e. after 7 days growth), cell division in SA 
inhibited roots slows in the primary root 
meristem, but becomes active in lateral root 
meristems (data not shown).  Thus, although 
a possible reduction in cell division may 
account for some of the root inhibition 
activity of SA, the inhibition of root cell 
elongation largely accounts for the short root 
phenotype. Prominent theories explaining 
root cell elongation include roles for auxin 
and ROS, and SA has been shown to inhibit 
both signals in roots, though at 
concentrations higher than those required to 
inhibit root elongation [15, 34].  Thus, we 
next investigated the effect of 75µM SA on 
these two signals in Arabidopsis roots.    
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.2.  SA effect on root cell division 
and elongation.  (A) Root tips of 
cycB1;1:GFP expressing seedlings imaged 
after 5 days growth with and without SA (Bar 
= 200µm) (B)  Confocal image of fully 
elongated root cells (>2mm from tip) of roots 
expressing plasma membrane targeted GFP 
(line D41) and imaged after 5 days growth 
with and without SA (Bar = 50µm).  (C) Root 
cell length inhibition by SA.   
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Alterations in SA inhibited roots 
 Auxin has long been thought to promote root cell elongation as evidenced by wall 
extension effects of auxin [11].  TIR1 is a key auxin receptor required for full auxin signaling 
[35], and the tir1-1 mutant has slightly shorter roots than wt in our plate assay without SA 
(Figure 4.3A).  If SA inhibition of roots results from SA inhibition of auxin signaling, then it is 
possible that auxin signaling mutants would display enhanced sensitivity to SA root inhibition.  
We observe that tir1-1 roots are shorter than wt when grown with SA, and have increased 
percent inhibition compared to wt (69% vs 79%, Figure 4.3A).  However, as tir1-1 roots are also 
shorter than wt when grown without SA, we cannot conclude that the tir1-1 mutant is more 
sensitive to SA root inhibition.  Auxin signaling can be assayed using a DR5:GFP reporter line 
that expresses GFP in response to auxin [36].  As shown in Figure 4.3B, SA inhibited roots retain 
active auxin signaling.  This is consistent with an earlier report demonstrating that 500µM SA 
inhibits auxin signaling in roots, but 100µM SA does not [15].  Together, our results suggest that 
SA inhibition of auxin signaling may not be the major contributing factor to SA root inhibition. 

 
Figure 4.3.  SA effect on root auxin signaling.  (A) Root growth after 7 days for wt Col0 and the 
tir1-1 mutant.  * indicates p-value <0.01.  (B)  Root tips of DR5:GFP expressing seedlings 
imaged after 5 days growth with and without SA (Bar = 200µm).   
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As discussed above, SA root inhibition could be a result of inhibition of ⋅OH or a 
precursor.  Apoplastic ⋅OH can be derived from ⋅O2

- and H2O2 in reactions catalyzed by wall-
bound peroxidases [20, 21].  Dunand et al. have studied the distribution of ROS in Arabidopsis 
roots using ROS dyes NBT (⋅O2

- specific [37]) and HPF (highly reactive oxygen species or 
hROS specific [38]) and found that while an ⋅O2

- maximum is apparent in the meristem, an 
hROS maximum is distinct and is highest the elongation and differentiation zone [27].  Renew et 
al. used electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy to investigate the distribution of ⋅OH in 
cucumber roots, and observed a maximum of ⋅OH in the zone where cells were growing most 
rapidly [39].  In order to investigate the impact of SA on the distribution of root ROS in 
Arabidopsis, we stained roots grown with and without SA with NBT, HPF, and a third ROS dye 
DC-FDA that reacts with a broader subset of ROS [38].  We observe a pattern of ⋅O2

- distribution 
in the meristem using NBT dye (Figure 4.4), consistent with previous studies [27, 40].  
However, as we are primarily interested in the ⋅OH, we also studied its distribution of in 
Arabidopsis roots using the hROS specific dye HPF (Figure 4.4).  hROS is defined by 
Setsukinai et al. as ⋅OH, reactive PRX intermediates and the peroxynitrite anion [38].  
Intriguingly, an hROS radical maximum is observed in the elongation zone, and is strongest in 
the region immediately basal to the ⋅O2

- maximum (Figure 4.4).  In order to remove the 
influence of peroxynitrite anion, which is derived from NO, we pre-treated roots with 100µM 
cPTIO (an NO scavenger) for 1hr before HPF staining, and observed no change in HPF 
fluorescence (data not shown).  Thus, our results with HPF staining are consistent past results 
[27, 39] and with stimulation of root elongation by ⋅OH and/or PRX activity.  Finally, we used 
DC-FDA to investigate a broader set of ROS, including H2O2, in the Arabidopsis root.  As seen 
in Figure 4.4, DC-FDA staining overlaps with HPF staining, but maintains high fluorescence into 
more basal zones of the root where cells are elongating more slowly.   

We also investigated ROS accumulation in roots grown with SA.  SA inhibited roots 
retain a ⋅O2

- maximum at the apical root, but are severely reduced in staining for other ROS 
(Figure 4.4).  If ⋅OH, and indirectly H2O2 and PRX activity, are required for root elongation, 
than the finding that SA inhibits these could explain the SA root inhibition phenotype.  It has 
been suggested that 150µM SA inhibits maize root cell elongation through the direct scavenging 
of ⋅OH [14].  While phenolics like SA react readily with ⋅OH, we do not observe an inhibition of 
Arabidopsis root elongation with 4-HBA or 4-ABA analogs (Figure 4.1D) that have similar 
reactivity with ⋅OH [41].  Additionally, SA inhibits not only ⋅OH accumulation, but also other 
ROS including H2O2, suggesting the inhibition of ⋅OH may be indirect (Figure 4.4). H2O2 has 
also been implicated as a key signal in root gravitropism [42].  If SA inhibits H2O2, then it would 
also be expected to negatively impact gravitropic responses.  Indeed, SA inhibited roots display 
reduced gravitropism.  SA increases root curving (Figure 4.1B), and, after being turned 90º for 
24hrs, root growth without SA corrects to near vertical (80º±11) while SA roots do not exhibit 
any significant correction (3º±18).  Taken together, our results point to interference with root 
ROS metabolism as an effect of SA, one that could explain the root inhibitory activity of SA.  
Possible mechanisms of ROS inhibition by SA are discussed below.   
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Figure 4.4.  SA effect on root ROS maxima.  Root tips of plants stained with NBT, HPF or DC-
FDA dyes and imaged after 5 days growth with and without SA (Bar = 100µm).   
 
SA signaling mutant analysis 
 As mentioned above, activation of SA immune signaling does not itself result in a 
reduction in root elongation (Figure 4.1).  This finding is consistent with previous reports that 
the npr1-1 mutation that blocks SA immune signaling does not prevent the SA toxicity towards 
Arabidopsis seedlings apparent at 500µM [31].  Rather, it has been reported that the npr1-1 
mutant is actually more sensitive to SA toxicity [31], suggesting that NPR1 signaling acts 
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counter to the toxicity effects of SA.  We have found that the npr1-1 mutation also displays 
enhanced sensitivity to SA root inhibition (e.g. from 70 to 80% inhibition, Figure 4.5A and B), 
suggesting that NPR1 signaling acts to moderate the root inhibitory effects of SA as well.  
Another way to manipulate NPR1 signaling genetically is through the use of 35S:NIMIN1 and 
35S:nimin1 (non-functional control) transgenic lines [43].  NIMIN1 is rapidly and robustly 
induced by SA, and is thought to be a negative regulator of SA immunity [43].  Therefore, 
overexpression of NIMIN1 mimics the npr1-1 mutation.  Indeed, the 35S:NIMIN1 line does 
display enhanced sensitivity to SA root inhibition (e.g. from 68 to 78% inhibition, Figure 4.5A 
and B).  However, both npr1-1 and 35S:NIMIN1 genotypes also have shorter roots when grown 
without SA (Figure 4.5A).  This result indicates that NPR1 signaling plays a role in normal root 
development, but also complicates interpretation of SA inhibition phenotypes.  The effects of 
NPR1 signaling on root growth and SA root inhibition can be dissected further through mutation 
of individual WRKY transcription factors that are induced by SA through NPR1.   

Several such SA responsive WRKY factors have now been implicated in regulating 
immunity based on pathogenesis phenotypes [44].  For example, WRKY18, 53, 54, and 70 have 
all been implicated in the promotion of SA immunity [3, 45, 46].  On the other hand, there is 
evidence that WRKY18 and 53 also have roles in repression of immunity [47, 48].  In addition, 
WRKY58 as well as the paralog pair WRKY38 and 62 have been implicated in repression of SA 
immunity [3, 49].  If SA immune signaling does, in fact, promote root elongation either normally 
or in the context of SA inhibition, then mutants in some or all of these genes could display root 
growth and/or SA sensitivity phenotypes.  We do not observe altered SA sensitivity for mutants 
in four WRKYs with known positive roles in SA immune signaling or for wrky58 (Figure 4.5A 
and B).  However, wrky53 and wrky58 display similarly reduced root growth compared to wt 
with and without SA in the growth medium, and wrky54 and wrky70 mutants have shorter roots 
only without SA.  Together, these results support the hypothesis that NPR1 signaling has a role 
in normal root development, although the relationship between NPR1 immunity and NPR1 root 
signaling may be complex.  As shown in Figure 4.5A and B, roots of wrky38 and wrky62 
mutants are longer compared to wt when grown with, but not without, SA.  This result supports 
the hypothesis that NPR1 signaling promotes root growth in the context of SA inhibition, as 
these two WRKY factors repress NPR1 signaling.   

In order to further investigate the role of these two WRKY factors in SA root inhibition, 
we also investigated the root growth phenotypes of wrky38wrky62 double mutants [49] and 
35S:WRKY38 transgenic lines.  The wrky38wrky62 double mutant exhibits reduced sensitivity 
to SA root inhibition (e.g. from 70 to 54% inhibition) consistent with the hypothesis that SA 
immune signaling acts counter to SA root inhibition.  A second wrky38wrky62 mutant in the No-
0 ecotype background also displays reduced SA sensitivity (e.g. from 71 to 64% inhibition, 
Figure 4.5C and D).  We created 35S:WRKY38 overexpression lines to assess the impact of 
increased WRKY38 repression of SA immune signaling on root growth.  Three independent 
35S:WRKY38 lines constitutively overexpress WRKY38 transcript above the levels observed 
without SA (Figure 4.6).  As expected, 35S:WRKY38 lines exhibit enhanced sensitivity to SA 
root inhibition (e.g. from 73-85% inhibition for 35S:WRKY38-8, Figure 4.5C and D).  Taken 
together, these results indicate that NPR1 signaling plays a role in moderating the root growth 
inhibition of SA.  In addition, WRKY38 and 62 have specific effects on SA root inhibition, and 
represent the first known regulators of this process.     
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Figure 4.5.  Impact of SA signaling on SA root inhibition.  (A) Root growth after 7 days without 
SA. (B) Root growth after 7 days with SA.  (C) Root growth after 7 days without SA. (D) Root 
growth after 7 days with SA.  Control line for 35S:NIMIN1 is 35S:nimin1, control line for 
wrky38wrky62(No) is wt Nossen0 (No-0), all other controls are wt Col0.  * indicates p-value 
<0.01. 
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Figure 4.6  Q-PCR analysis of WRKY38 transcript in 7 day old seedlings of wt Col0 and three 
35S:WRKY38 transgenic lines.  Samples were collected 30 minutes after treatment with 500nM 
SA (+SA) or mock (-SA).  Error bars are expression variance.  

 
Root expression analysis of SA responsive WRKY38 
 The root growth phenotypes of SA immune signaling mutants prompted us to investigate 
in more detail the root expression patterns of WRKY38.  As mentioned above, WRKY38 
transcription has been shown to be highly responsive to SA treatment [4].  We assayed seedlings 
in response to externally applied SA to further examine the concentration dependence and timing 
of the SA induction of WRKY38.  Figure 4.7A shows that WRKY38 is induced by extremely 
low concentrations of SA, and Figure 4.7B demonstrates that WRKY38 is induced rapidly and 
transiently by a low concentration of SA (i.e. 500nM), but rapidly and more stably by root 
inhibitory concentrations of SA (i.e. 75µM).  Transcriptional response to 500nM exogenous SA 
has not been observed before (Mao et al. have reported WRKY62 expression after treatment with 
5µM SA [50]), and this finding may indicate that some SA dependent processes may be 
activated by very low SA concentrations.  Previous studies have shown that WRKY38 induction 
by higher concentrations (e.g. 250µM) of SA requires intact NPR1 protein [4].  We also observe 
an NPR1 dependence of 500nM SA induction of WRKY38 using the npr1-1 mutant, and also 
show that NIMIN1 can repress WRKY38 induction using the 35S:NIMIN1 line (Figure 4.7C).  
These characteristics of SA mediated induction of WRKY38 (i.e. robust, rapid and transient) 
make WRKY38 transcription an excellent reporter for SA and NPR1 signaling. 

We next examined three public microarray datasets that included root tissues, and found 
that WRKY38 has an apical root expression pattern (Figure 4.8, [51-53]).  In particular, 
WRKY38 expression is relatively strong in the root tip near the meristem, is reduced in later 
developmental stages, and is strongest in epidermal cells [52].  This expression pattern is 
intriguing, as it is nearly opposite of the expression patterns of genes that have root expression 
and are thought to be involved in apoplastic induction of ROS, (e.g. RBOH D (At5g47910) and 
AAO (At5g21105) (Figure 4.8, [52]).  It is, however, shared with other highly SA responsive 
genes such as LLP (At5g03350) (Figure 4.8, [52]).  In order to confirm the root tip expression 
pattern of WRKY38, we created WRKY38promoter:LUC lines (WRKY38p:LUC).  In these 
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lines, there is indeed a maximum of luciferase activity at the root tip as compared to the later 
developmental stages of the root (Figure 4.9).  This maximum is not observed in promoterless 
LUC (Xp:LUC) reporter lines, and 35S:LUC overexpression lines display luciferase activity 
throughout the root (Figure 4.9).  Although WRKY38p:LUC lines display relatively high 
cotyledon expression that is not observed in microarray experiments, this expression could be an 
artifact of the transgenic construct, as Xp:LUC lines also display cotyledon expression (Figure 
4.9).  Importantly, luciferase activity in WRKY38p:LUC lines is SA responsive, while that of 
control lines is not (Figure 4.9).  Thus, results from microarray and promoter-reporter studies 
indicate that an SA reporter gene, WRKY38, has a root tip expression pattern without exogenous 
SA that is opposite those of ROS generating enzymes involved in cell expansion.  This perhaps 
indicates that Arabidopsis synthesizes SA in the early root to serve an as yet unidentified 
developmental function. 

 

 
Figure 4.7.  WRKY38 expression in response to SA.  (A) WRKY38 expression after treatment 
with varying concentrations of SA for 0.5 hours.  (B) Time-course of WRKY38 expression after 
treatment with two concentrations of SA.  (C) WRKY38 expression in wt and mutant lines after 
treatment with 500nM SA for 30 minutes.   
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Figure 4.9.  Root expression of WRKY38 reporter.  Seedlings of negative control (Xp:LUC), 
positive control (35S:LUC), and three WRKY38p:LUC lines were imaged after 6 days growth for 
luminescence (-SA).  Seedlings were then treated with 75µM SA for 1.5 hours and imaged a 
second time (+SA).  Color bar displays range of luminescence units. 
 
DISCUSSION 
 We have observed that the roots of Arabidopsis seedlings grown on vertical agar plates 
are severely shortened by treatment with 10-100µM of the phytohormone SA (Figure 4.1A).  
The most prominent function of SA is as an immune activating hormone.  Consistent with this, 
SA concentrations in immune activated cells increase to levels approaching 100µM [54], and this 
induction of SA is known to be required to limit the growth and virulence of a wide array of 
plant pathogens [1].  Furthermore, application of 500µM amounts of exogenous SA has also 
been used to effectively promote immunity [31].  Therefore, the root inhibitory effects of 
exogenously applied SA occur at physiologically relevant concentrations.  Although SA is 
thought to regulate immunity in a wide variety of plant families, the root inhibitory effect of SA 
observed in Arabidopsis is not strictly conserved outside of the Brassicaceae (Figure 4.1C).  
This is one of several lines of evidence indicating that broadly conserved SA immune signaling, 
as characterized by an activation of the NPR1 master regulator and subsequent expression 
changes, is not the cause of SA root inhibition.  Further lines of evidence are that functional 
analogs of SA that are highly effective at activating SA immunity are not effective at limiting 
root growth (Figure 4.1D), and that constitutive cytosolic expression of an SA hydroxylase, 
which blocks SA immune signaling, does not block SA root inhibition (Figure 4.1E).  
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Interestingly, other SA effects such as heat tolerance and growth inhibition at low temperatures 
are largely NPR1 independent as well [55, 56].  Taken together, these results indicate that SA 
has an effect on Arabidopsis roots distinct from NPR1 activation.  As this effect is likely to be 
relevant to all conditions in which SA is present in the root and may share mechanisms with 
other SA dependent, NPR1 independent effects such as abiotic stress responses, we further 
investigated the mechanism of SA root inhibition.   
 A primary question is whether the root inhibition was due to a failure to produce more 
cells (meristem arrest), or a failure to elongate root cells.  Most of the growth of roots is a result 
of cell expansion along the longitudinal axis, and we have found that SA treatment results in 
greatly reduced cell expansion along this axis (i.e. reduced root cell elongation, Figure 4.2B).  
Additionally, we have found that cell division is active in the meristems of SA inhibited roots 
(Figure 4.2A).  The observed reduction in cell elongation can account for the reduction in root 
length caused by SA.  SA has previously been shown to modulate shoot cell growth in certain 
mutant backgrounds [57], and to inhibit cell expansion in the shoot at chilling temperatures [56], 
although the mechanisms of these effects are not understood.  Root cell elongation is driven by 
water uptake and localized loosening of the cell wall, and is regulated by auxin [11].  The 
loosening of the wall is not well understood, but involves enzymatic modifications, including 
those carried out by expansins [12], as well as chemical modifications effected by the ⋅OH [58].  
The role of auxin and the ⋅OH are of particular interest, as SA has been shown to negatively 
affect both auxin signaling and ⋅OH accumulation [14, 15].   

SA antagonism of auxin signaling is an important part of the shoot SA immune response 
that can limit pathogen growth [15, 59].  Additionally, SA has been shown to inhibit auxin 
signaling in roots at 500µM [15].  However, at the lower concentrations required to inhibit roots, 
we find that auxin signaling is generally similar in roots grown with or without SA (Figure 
4.3B).  We hypothesized that if SA inhibition of auxin signaling was responsible for the root 
growth defects caused by SA, then a further reduction in auxin signaling through removal of the 
TIR1 auxin receptor would result in a more severe root inhibition by SA.  We found that the tir1-
1 mutation displays reduced root growth with or without SA, as well as increased sensitivity to 
SA root inhibition (Figure 4.3A).  However, the modest effects of root inhibitory SA on root 
auxin signaling cast doubt on the hypothesis that SA root inhibition results from auxin 
antagonism.    

We next investigated the hypothesis that SA inhibits root elongation through inhibition of 
⋅OH accumulation in the wall.  We assayed key ROS in Arabidopsis roots grown with and 
without SA, and found that SA severely limits the accumulation of ROS including H2O2 and 
⋅OH, but not ⋅O2

-, in Arabidopsis roots (Figure 4.4).  As ⋅OH may be required for root cell 
elongation and may be derived from a PRX catalyzed reaction involving H2O2, SA impact on 
apoplastic ROS could explain SA inhibition of root cell elongation (Figure 4.10).  Although SA 
clearly inhibits ⋅OH and other ROS accumulation, the mechanism of this inhibition is unclear.   

SA is mostly regarded as an agonist of ROS accumulation [6], though these effects are 
typically observed at higher concentrations of SA than those required to inhibit roots [60].  SA is 
also known to directly inhibit several ROS scavenging enzymes [54, 61, 62], perhaps 
contributing to the well-documented SA agonism of H2O2 during immunity and cell death.  On 
the other hand, SA does have documented anti-oxidant properties [16] that could explain the 
reduction in ROS accumulation observed in Arabidopsis roots.  For example, SA induces 
transcription of several enzymes that antagonize ROS accumulation, and the induction of many 
of these genes, like SA root inhibition, is NPR1 independent [4].  Additionally, SA can directly 
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interact with PRX in vitro to stimulate ⋅O2
- production from H2O2 [63], or to permanently 

inactivate PRX intermediates engaged in an H2O2 producing cycle [64].  Either activity, if active 
in Arabidopsis roots in vivo, could result in a reduction in apoplastic ⋅OH accumulation.  
Alternatively, the impact of SA on root ROS metabolism could be indirect.  For example, as a 
secondary result of possible inhibition of solute transport [65].  Whatever the mechanism, the 
clear effects of SA on ROS metabolism in the Arabidopsis root is an intriguing new aspect of SA 
biology.   

Our finding that SA signaling through NPR1 does not cause SA root inhibition is 
supported by our results with SA signaling mutants.  Rather, it appears that NPR1 signaling may 
actually promote root elongation (Figure 4.10), as genetic reductions in NPR1 signaling result in 
increased sensitivity to SA inhibition (Figure 4.5).  Also, genetic enhancement of NPR1 
signaling through mutation of repressors results in reduced sensitivity to SA inhibition (Figure 
4.5).  Interestingly, several of these genetic manipulations also resulted in root growth reductions 
even without SA treatment (Figure 4.5), raising the possibility that SA signaling, and therefore 
SA, may have a role in normal root development.   

In order to further investigate this possibility, we established WRKY38 expression as a 
marker for SA immune signaling through NPR1 (Figure 4.7) and then examined expression of 
WRKY38 using public microarray databases (Figure 4.8) and in WRKY38p:LUC lines (Figure 
4.9).  From this analysis it is clear that WRKY38 is responsive to very low levels of SA, and has 
a root tip expression pattern even without exogenous SA, consistent with SA having a role in 
normal development.  The specific WRKY38 expression pattern observed in root cell type 
expression data is intriguing for being opposite that of several key ROS generating genes as well 
as being localized to the most apical root zone [52].  This is the region that ⋅O2

-, but not ⋅OH and 
other ROS, is observed (Figure 4.4).  If SA is, in fact, accumulated in these early root cells, then 
SA inhibition H2O2 and ⋅OH, but not ⋅O2

-, could explain the normal distribution of these ROS in 
the developing root.   

However, it may be that the expression of WRKY38 in these tissues is a result of JA, 
rather than SA, signaling.  Though less effective than SA, JA can induce WRKY38 expression 
[66], although the shared expression pattern with a highly SA responsive LLP gene supports the 
concept that an SA maximum is present near the root meristem.  Additionally, although a 
biosynthetic enzyme required for induced SA levels in other cells (ICS1) is not itself induced in 
the early root [51-53], we have shown that low levels of SA are sufficient for WRKY38 
induction.  Therefore, further investigation of a role for SA in normal development and the 
reason for the root growth defects of SA signaling mutants is warranted. 

Whether or not SA accumulates in root cells as part of a normal developmental program, 
SA accumulation in root tissues is very likely to have important impacts on the root 
developmental program during various stress responses.  Indeed, both WRKY38 and ICS1 are 
strongly induced in root tissues, but not in the shoot, during salt stress in Arabidopsis [67].  The 
role of SA in salt sensitivity/tolerance is complex.  Borsani et al. argue that SA contributes to 
oxidative damage during salt stress, thereby contributing to salt sensitivity [68].  However, their 
results mainly focus on shoot effects, and show little effect of SA reduction on root growth under 
salt stress [68].  Recently, results from Alonso-Ramirez et al. indicate that SA has a role in salt 
tolerance of germinating seedlings, as mutation of ICS1 results in increased salt sensitivity [69].  
Furthermore, 50µM SA improved germination under both salt and heat stresses, and reduced the 
oxidative damage associated with heat stress [69].  One explanation for these results is that SA 
can antagonize ROS such as H2O2 and ⋅OH in the root and germinating seeds, thereby improving 
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performance in the context of oxidative stresses, but that SA can also potentiate ROS in aerial 
tissues, thereby contributing to damage caused by oxidative stress.  This would explain the 
induction of SA in the root, but not the shoot, during salt stress observed by Kilian et al. [67], as 
well as provide a fitness benefit for SA inhibition of ROS in Arabidopsis roots.   

In addition to abiotic stress, biotic stress in the root is likely to result in SA accumulation, 
as SA signaling is required for resistance to several root pathogens [1].  Also, it is known that 
rhizosphere microbes can produce SA, in one case over 300µM in culture [70], and therefore 
may be another source of SA that could impact root development.  Finally, root treatment with 
200µM SA has been proposed as a possible management technique for pathogens such as 
Alternaria solani and Fusarium oxysporum f. sp. lycopersici in tomato [71, 72].  In all of these 
cases, roots of the Brassicaceae family and other important crops would likely experience an 
inhibition of elongation.  Perhaps the root inhibitory effect of SA is an adaptive strategy to 
reduce growth in the direction of high pathogen pressure or abiotic stresses, thus allowing for 
improved root growth in other directions and/or increased carbon partitioning to the shoot.  

Figure 4.10.  Model of SA root action.  SA inhibits root length, but not through NPR1 signaling.  
Rather, NPR1 signaling may promote root length.  The negative feedback of WRKY38 and 62 
on NPR1 signaling can explain the root length phenotypes of genotypes with altered WRKY38 
and 62 expression.  ROS accumulation stimulates root length, and thus SA inhibition of ROS 
accumulation could explain SA root inhibition.       

 
In this work, we have described the first characterization of the root inhibition effected by 

the phytohormone SA.  We have found that SA inhibits root cell elongation, and that this effect 
largely explains the SA inhibition phenotype.  We observe a reduction in ROS accumulation in 
SA inhibited roots, and propose that this effect could explain the inhibition of cell elongation by 
SA (Figure 4.10).  We have also found a positive relationship of NPR1 immune signaling to root 
growth, suggesting the inhibitory activity occurs through an SA-dependent, NPR1 independent 
pathway.  Thus, the elucidation of the molecular targets of this SA pathway could inform our 
understanding of other SA dependent, NPR1 independent processes such as growth inhibition at 
chilling temperatures [56] and heat stress tolerance [55].  The expression of an SA marker gene 
in apical root cells and root growth phenotypes of SA signaling mutants without exogenous SA 
may be indications that endogenous SA has a developmental role the early root.  More generally, 
any condition in which SA accumulates in roots (e.g. from rhizosphere microbes or in response 
to abiotic and biotic stresses) would likely have important impacts on ROS and the 
developmental program. 
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CHAPTER 5 

 
 

 
Conclusion 

 
 Agriculture systems face numerous and significant challenges today and in coming years.  
Strong foundations in basic scientific understanding of plant health will be critical to improving 
the efficiency and sustainability of modern agriculture, and to successfully adapting cropping 
systems to new environmental conditions brought on by global climate change.  For example, 
global climate change is expected to have many serious effects on agricultural systems, including 
increased heat stress from rising temperatures and salt stress from rising floodwaters, altered 
water cycles, and changing crop and pathogen distributions [1].  Plant-pathogen interactions 
currently, and will continue, to pose serious threats to food and crop security.  As multiple 
organisms are involved in any interaction, and as both will respond to biotic and abiotic 
environmental changes, fundamental knowledge both of plant and pathogen biology, as well as 
their interaction, is needed.  As such, plant-pathogen interactions - and disease outcomes - can be 
viewed on a molecular level as a combination of microbial pathogenesis, plant immunity, and 
crosstalk between the two.  In this work, the interaction between the model bacterial 
phytopathogen DC3000 and its plant hosts, tomato and Arabidopsis, was investigated on all three 
levels.   
 Molecular crosstalk can occur at the level of small molecules.  As discussed above, 
DC3000 actively promotes JA hormone signaling in host plants in order to improve pathogenic 
growth and virulence.  However, in addition to the JA mimic coronatine, DC3000 also produces 
SA, raising the possibility that hormone crosstalk can occur with SA immunity as well.  
However, a series of experiments dependent on a genetic approach indicate this is not likely 
(Chapter 2).  In particular, SA in DC3000 is an intermediate for synthesis of the Ybt siderophore, 
and is not excreted from the cell in large quantities, and DC3000 is not likely to sequester plant 
SA through conversion to Ybt (Chapter 2).  Furthermore, the iron acquisition function of Ybt is 
also not required for pathogenic growth and virulence (Chapter 2).  This result led to the 
hypothesis that the other DC3000 siderophore, Pvd, is active in pathogenic iron nutrition.   
 Siderophores are virulence factors for many mammalian pathogens as mammalian host 
fluids are typically very iron limited.  Evidence for siderophores as virulence factors for several 
plant pathogens led to the suggestion that plant fluids are similarly low in iron availability to 
invading pathogens.  However, a continuation of the above genetic approach for remaining 
DC3000 siderophores revealed that DC3000 siderophores are unlikely to be critical virulence 
factors (Chapter 3).  Together this work identified three DC3000 siderophores, one of which was 
not predicted by genomic analysis, and revealed clear functional importance of DC3000 
siderophores when iron is limited in culture (Chapters 2 and 3).  This result, combined with the 
work of others, has led to a new view of the role of iron and siderophores in DC3000 biology and 
host plant immunity.  In brief, plant host fluids such as the apoplast may be iron replete 
environments, DC3000 may respond to an iron replete host environment to induce virulence 
genes, and iron may not be a contested nutrient in many plant pathosystems.  However, the 
presence of three functional high affinity iron acquisition systems suggests that DC3000 
experiences iron limitation in other life-cycle stages.  One intriguing possibility is that DC3000 
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requires siderophores during proposed life stages in the water cycle.  The strains developed in 
this study have also revealed the presence of lower affinity iron acquisition systems in DC3000 
that are attractive topics for future investigations (Chapter 3).  
 Although DC3000 may not interfere directly with SA accumulation in plant hosts 
(Chapter 2), SA remains of fundamental importance as it activates immunity to a broad spectrum 
of agronomically important pathogens.  In particular, SA inhibition of root growth in 
Arabidopsis has not been characterized.  This is true despite SA having clear implications for 
root development in the context of biotic and abiotic stresses and possible relevance to normal 
root development and the identification of direct molecular targets of SA action.  The finding 
that SA inhibits root cell elongation and root ROS accumulation is an important first step 
towards understanding this aspect of SA biology (Chapter 4).  Additionally, the finding that 
NPR1 immune signaling is not responsible for SA root inhibition sheds additional light on the 
possible mechanisms for said inhibition (Chapter 4).  The genetic and expression results obtained 
in this investigation present a new hypothesis that SA may be involved in normal root 
development, and bring into focus the emerging role for SA in modulation of root biotic and 
abiotic stress responses.  Finally, the assay developed and information gained will facilitate 
future investigations in SA biology in the root, including identification of the direct molecular 
targets of SA that effect inhibition of ROS and cell elongation in roots.   
 The three investigations described in this work add basic knowledge to our understanding 
of plant-pathogen interactions, and can contribute to the development of more environmentally 
sustainable control strategies and predictive models of crop responses to coming environmental 
changes.  For example, coming temperature and water cycle changes could influence siderophore 
production (Chapter 2) and importance (Chapter 3) for plant pathogens such as DC3000.  
Additionally, interference in siderophore production is not likely to be an effective control 
strategy for intercellular leaf pathogens such as DC3000 (Chapter 3).  Instead, it may be possible 
to control DC3000 and like pathogens through interference with lower-affinity iron acquisition 
or the sensing of iron replete host environments.  In the field of SA immunity, proposed 
application of SA to roots for control of pathogens may not be advisable for Brassicaceae family 
crops, but analogs targeting NPR1 signaling specifically (e.g. BTH and INA) would likely be 
viable alternatives (Chapter 4).  However, SA may be important for root health in the context of 
oxidative stresses such as heat and high salinity, two stresses that are predicted to increase due to 
climate change.  Thus, the basic research findings described in this work can inform not only our 
understanding of a complex and interesting pathosystem, but also practical disease management 
decisions.   
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